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TNTRODTTCTTON
Underlylnp; the science of pharmacy are certain baalc or
funt^a-^ental sciences, a knowledge of ^Ich constitutes an
eeaential foundation for the Intelligent understanding of the
practices of the pharmaceutical profession and for the fulfil-
ment of the obllp;atlons Inherent therein. Of the physical,
diemlcal, and biological sciences uhlch have been recognized
as basic to the study of pharmacy, the science of physics
furnishes the fundamental prlncloles for many operations
encountered in the various courses i^lch comprise the pharma-
ceutical curriculum,-^
More specifically, the laws governing such physical
forces as gravitation, surface tension, capillarity, adhesion,
viscosity, and absorption - forces vhlch accompany the pharma-
oeutical processes of extraction, percolation, and filtration -
are physical concepts, an understanding of ^ich is necessary
for the efficient performance of these operations. A thorough
comprehension of such phenomena as osmosis and hydrogen-ion
concentration and the applications of them .»hich are studied
In the pharmacy, chemistry, and biology courses of the pharma-
ceutical curriculum, is dependent upon a cl^ar concept of
certain basic principles of physics. Further, the science
^*'^a8ic ^faterial for a Pharmaceutical 'Curriculum", Mclra t-HIII
Book Company, Inc., Ne? York, 19'?7, pp. 241-249.
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of phTa1.cfl "l«ivs the v^vr fonn^ition for th« chemical sciences
In vhlch phsimsGV ntu^pnta mxst be traln-^'l. Finally, an
Intelligent Interpretation of the physical testa, physical
Constanta, ani descriptive terms foim-l In the IJnltei States
Pharrnacopo'^ia ani the National Formulary p^esuoooscs an
elementary kno-rleige of physlcn.
It mls^t be concluied, therefore, an-ii rlf^htly so, that
i there Is sufficient .lustlf Icatlon for the inclusion of some
1
sort of a course In physics in the pharmaceutical curriculum.
i
From the literature of pharmiacy ani physics have come favor-
able comment and support for such action. Schneider^ proposed
tJiat a special physics course sultei to the needs of the phar-
p
raaclst be Inarigura te-^ In oolleRes of pharmacy. Van '^eter
dlacusse-l the socclfic phases of physics that are actually
applied In pharmacy and pointed out the need for a knoTleds^e
of certain aspects of elementary physics in practice.
McFarlan- revleved and described briefly some of the more
Important physical principles as they apply to various
^"A Course In Physics for Colle.f^es of Pharmacy", Proceedings
of the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties,
Twenty-flrrt Annual r'petlns;, Tashlngton, May 5 and 6, 1920.
C, T. Van l^eter. "Some Applications of Physics in Pharmacy**,
American Journal of Physics, Vol. VTTI, No. 5, October 1940.
' L. VcFarlan. "Physics in Pharmacy", Journal of Applied
Physics, Vol, IX, No. 9, *^eptember 19?8.
i
!
1
i
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pharmaceutical probleoip. Oanlels-'- emphasize'^ that the
functions of a pharraacl3t are of such a character as to
require souni training In physics ani other "basic sciences
and concluded that the success of an educational program in
the tralnlnc? of piiarmaclsts la largely dependent on the
extent and degree vhlch the program provides for making full
use of the fundamental sciences on uhlch pharmacy Is founded,
Recognizing the need for this basic science In the
pharmaceutical curriculum, the National Riarmaceutlcal
Syllabus Committee, In outllnln.'^ the course of Instruction
for the degree of Bachelor of Science In Pharmacy, recommended
that physics be a required course. The ob.je'^tlves of the
outlined course In physics as stated by the Committee are:
"(1) To provide the student vlth a good vforklng knowledge
of the basic laws of physics.
(2) To apply. In the laboratory, the basic principles
of the science, so designed that the fundamental lafs are
stressed, and the tedinlque of measurement and of handling
measuring Instruments Is developed,
T. C. Daniels. "Basic Sciences In the Pharmacy Cur-rlculura"
,
American Journal of Hiarmaceutlcal Education, Vol. VTTI,
No, 3, July 1944, pp. •'A4--'50.
"The FharTjaceutlcal Syllabus", The National Hiarmaceutlcal
Syllabus Committee, Chapel Hill, N. C. , Tentative Fifth
Kdltlon (Revised), 1945.
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A critl'^al examination of the sus^n-eated outline ''or the
course^ Inilcates that it resembles closely an'1 co^D^res
favorably 7lth the academic university course In general
physics on-l that It l^cks rather conspicuously any coTmnent
concerning the specific pharmaceutical applications of the
fundamental la-^s.
The acaieraic university physics co^Jrse, excellent thouj^
It may be In both Its phases, the didactic and the laboratory.
Is not entirely suited to the needs of pharmacy students
because it is primarily a general physics course and la not
intended for any particular group fthose Interests may lie In
acme specialized field of endeavor. The didactic phase of
the wor'^ In such a course vould tre^t fundamentals and gene-
ralities and ^Tould necessarily have to bypass any specific
discussion of the applications of the various basic concepts
to a particular science, "further, the laboratory assignments
would undoubtedly Include experiments -^Ich are so formulated
as to be of gener'^l Interest and -^ich are not adapted to
the particular requirements of students In ^^ny single
•peclallT.ed field.
Because of the Importance asslp-ned to laboratory training
In a science course such as physics In bridging tlic gap
bet'^een theory and application. It 7ould seem highly desirable
Ibid., pp. 168-170
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to have some sort of a laboratory manual specifically iesignet!
to satisfy the nee'is of pharmacy Bturionts. It was ^th this
thousiit in mini, that tJie compilation of sucii a manual became
the objective of this thesis.
Tn compiling the I'^boratory course -lescribei in this
treatise, an att^pt was maie to arlapt it primarily to tiie
requirements of an elementary course in pharmaceutical physics
and to correlate the basic principles an?! funrlamental laws
of the science of physics j^ith specific pharmaceutical
applications of these concepts.
The manual is not merely a compilation of directions, but
rather. It is patterned after a more comprehensive scheme
which includes ttie following:
1. A brief statement of the purpose of the experiment.
2. A list of the apparatus and materials necess-^ry for
performing the experiment.
3. An introduction to the experiment including a brief
diacussion of the theory underlying it and, in most instances,
a comment on the pharmaceutical applications of the principle
or law .7hlch the experiment is intended to illustrate.
4. Detailed directions for the experiment vith a photo-
graph or a diagram of the apparatus.
5. ^ estlons and exercises which include pharraa-
ceutically significant problems.

IN
PKA?\TAOPTICAL PHYSICS
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PURPOSE : To atu-^y the vernier ari'l micrometer calipers and
to use the Instrunients for precise measurements.
APPARATUS AND '^ATSRIALS t Metric ruler, vernier caliper,
micrometer caliper, glass tublnac, p;lass cylinder, balance,
weights, sample of suture material, hypodermic needle.
TNTROPU''!TION !
Vernl er caliper . The vernier caliper Is an Instrument
having two sets of Jaws, one for outside lloen^lons, the other
for Inside dimensions. The Instrument, as shown In Figure 1,
has a main scale and an auxiliary scale called the "vernier".
The vernier scale has graduations which bear a simple relation
to the graduations on the ra-^ln scale, and which are used to
indicate fractions of the smallest division on the main scale.
Verniers are so r'Jled that n divisions on the vomler scale
correspond to n - 1 divisions on the main scale. The smallest
reading obtainable, therefore, is 1/n of a division. In
|l|l|!|l|lli|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|ltl|t'lll|l|l|l|l|l|l|l|lli|.^-.H
',Wll^lll'l|llllll^4M!llllftlllllllllllll"^
Fig. 1 - A vernier caliper

i
Figure 2, the vernier scale has ten divisions corresponding
!
to nine divisions on the rnaln scale. The readinr Is 24.7
units,
0 10
T
[
I I I I'i'i V i'i'
i
'I
'
i'i'i
I
I I I I
I
I
:» 30 40
Fig. 2 - Simple vernier
^flcrometer caliper . The 'nlcrometer caliper, also kno'<Tn
j
as the micrometer gauche, is an instrument intendei to be used
i
for very precise measurement of small lengths. As sho'rni in
Figure 3, it consists of a acre-v, a scale on the arm upon
j
^ich the screw turns, an auxiliary circular scale, an anvil,
and a frame. The auxiliary scale usually has 5'^ divisions,
each division corresponding to 0.01 mm.
Fig. 3 - A micrometer caliper
In u«ing either the vernier caliper or the micrometer
caliper, the zero reading must always be determined, and a
lero correction applied if necessary.
1
I1
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1, *'easure th^ external diameter of a piece of ?5lass
tublncr, first with a metric ruler, then vlth a vernier
caliper, ^r\^ finally with a micro-neter caliper, ""ake five
readlnf^a In each case, and take an averaa-e of each set of
readin-s. ^ssu-rilnor that the mlcrorieter caliper Is the most
accurate of the three measurlns!; instruments, calculate tiie
percentafl;e error Incurred in measurins?; the !3:;lass tubln«^
with (a) the metric ruler and (b) the vernier caliper.
2. "''easure the Internal diameter and the depth of a
glass cylinder from a calibrated mark to the bottom. Using
the formul a TTr^h , calculate the volume of the cylinder.
Tare the cylinder, fill to the cellbratlon mark 7lth distilled
water, and veliati. The volume Is obtained from the weight of
the distilled •7ater. ^preas the percenta.^e difference
between the tfo v^ilues for ttie volume.
Using the micrometer caliper, determine the diameter
of a sample of suture material by placing the strand betTeen
the anvil and the end of the screw. If the instrument does
not h^'ve a ratchet, care must be exercised to apply uniform
pressure to the suture material. Determine the diameter of
the strand at ""Ive different points of its length. Calculate
the mean, the deviation, the average deviation, and the
average deviation of the mean.
A. Usino: the micrometer caliper, determine the external
diameter of a hypodermic needle at five different points on
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the cannula. Calculate the mean, the -levlatlon, the average
deviation, an^ the averap;e aevl?3tlon of the mean.
Q.UESTIO^^S AMD ^X^^^T51?:S !
1. "Tiat Is Tieant by the "least count** of a micrometer?
2. Usin^ a micrometer caliper, the folloiring values :Tere
obtaine-l for the diameter of a strand of cat^it: 0.3'0 mm.,
0.405 mm., m^^.
, 0.359 m-n., an<1 0.?72 ram. Calculate
the average diameter. To ho/ many siornificant figures
should the diameter be carried?
3. Ho7 does thf^ instru-nent described in the United States
Pharmacopoeia for the determination of t:.e diameter of sutures
differ from the micrometer caliper used in this experi-^ent?
4. ^plain the derivatio^^ of the term *'micro^eter**.
5. In meaaurin^r the diameter of a suture material, a micro-
meter caliper havinr a zero error such that the ja-rs must be
opened 0,03 rnm, past the zero on the main scale tBB used.
The reading of the caliper -ras 0.365 mm, That is the corrected
readlnpr?
i
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FURP2ST: (1) To stuiy the equal-arTi balance ani the torsion
balance and (2) to use the methoi of aliquot velghlng.
APPARATUS AND ^MTERI_iLS: "^qual-arm balance, torsion balance,
weights, spatula, po Trier papers, salicylic acli, so'aiuni
thlosulfate, ^oiium bicarbonate, bottle.
INTRODUCTION ! The proper use of a balance is so essential
for the perforTiancr of welfl^lntr operations In pharmacy that a
lcnowlei»7e of the principles upon ?hich it Is '?onstructe'l and
the correct technique of Its manipulation must be niasterei by
pharTiacy stuients. Of particular Interest to the ilspenslna;
pharmaci=st Is a Vnovle-lge of the "sensitivity" of a balance,
a factor ^Ich Tiuf^t be taken into consHeration to achieve a
high degree of pccuracy In prescription compounding. 3y the
"sensitivity'* of a balance, as tl-ie term is co-nmonly used In
dispensing pharmacy. Is meant the smallest velght flhlch .Till
upset the equilibrium of a balance. As used In analytical
chemistry, hoj^ever, the term has a more specific meaning In
that it Is used to denote the m£. necessary to cause a
deflection of one division on the arbitrary scale.
l?qual-arTT! balance
. The equal-arm balance consists of a
horizontal beam, divided Into tvo equal arms and supported at
the center by a knife edp-e. The pans are supported by the end
knife edges vhlch are at exactly equal distances from the

IImlfe e^t^es -.Thlch are at exactly equ«il distances from ti-.e
I
point of suDport and In the same plane.
Fig. 4 - Equal-arm balance
Principle of moments . The principle of moments ^Lich
states that the ^um of the moments of the applied forces about
i
any point in the plane is zero o;ives a simple an'5 practical
I
metho-^ of comparing; masses. The <1ia;7ram in Fis^re 5 sho\Ts
ho'/r the principle applies to an equal-arm balance. At
i
»2
Fig. 5 - The principle of moments
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equlllbrl\2B!, ®^ erju^l, the mass being
proportional to 7ei|a$it, Tn an equal-arm balance, an^ X2
are equal, Tn ufilng the Instrument, tiierefore. It Is
necessary to counterbalance the object ^flth wei^ts of equal
masses so that ani m2 are equal.
Torsion balance, itie principle of torsion forms the
basis for the construction of the torsion balance ^loii Is
Bhom In Figure 6. I5ie beam of this balance Is supported
Fig, 6 - Torsion balance
i
upon three frames, ea^ havlncc a flattened met'Jlllc band
tretcdied upon it. The operation of the balance la based
! upon the elasticity of a steel band under ten«3lon ^en
!
subjected to twistlnp; or torsion.
1
j
1. Place the equal-arm balance In a Irvel position.
I
This is accomplished by means of the level and the adjustlnp^
supports. Put the balance In motion and attain equilibrium
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I
1
by means of the a^ijustlng screws at either end of the beam.
Determine the smalleat fl'e5j5ht that vlll disturb the equl-
1
[
llbrlum of the balance. P.epcrt this wel.ojit as the
"sensitivity" of the. balance 'Ylth unloaded pans. Ixyad. both
pans vrltii tJhe full weight that the balance Is deslsrned to
carry snd detemiine the smallest vyeli^t that will disturb
1
!
the equilibrium. Report this weiiaj^t as the "sensitivity" of
the balance with loaded pans.
2. Pl!=ice the torsion balance in equilibrium by means
1
of the adjustinrr screwa at the base. Determine and report
1 its "sensitivity" with unloaded pans and with the pans
i
; loaded to capacity.
?. Place th« torsion balance in equilibrluiB, Place
welffjiinf^ papers on the pans and restore the eaulllbrium.
Weigh carefully 0,850 Gm. of salicylic acid and check the
accuracy of the operation by repeating the weighing on the
equal-arm balance. Assuming that the equal-arm balance la tiie
more nearly accurate of thp two instruTients, report any
Inaccuracy in the original velghins; in terms of percentage
of error.
4. 'ttie aliquot method."^ Ttie aliquot method is a method
used for obtalnincr, accurately, small quantities of sub-
stances. It consists of weiojiing or measuring; a multiple
of the amount desired, 'diluting the multiple quantity with
an inert substance and in a manner compatible with the nature
^L. V. Ohmart. "Accuracy in Dispensing", American Profes-
sional fharmaciat. Vol. XI, Mo. 1, January 19A5, pp. 45-47.
1
1
i
i
1
1
i
r

jI
!
—
=
I
I
of the preparation at hand, an-l veiling or measuring an
I
aliquot of the dilution containing the amount desired. The
I
•
!
j
aliquot taken must be of such a magnitude that it can be I
,
weighed or measured within the limit of error designated, Tn li
; i
dispensin!?: pliarmacy, an error of 5^, plus or minus, is !
1
ii
It
;
permissible since that is in accord with the standards of the
|
j
United States Pharmacopoeia.
I
Wel^ 10 mg. of sodium thiosulfate by the aliquot raetJiod,
!
using either the torsion or the equal-arm balance. Use
sodium bicarbonate as the diluent. Place the aliquot in a
30-cc. bottle and fill with distilled vater. Label the
I
bottle and pass it into the stockroom for assay.
!
QUESTIONS AND EXtTRCi^^ES ;
j
1. Wiy is a balance ^Ith a lighter beam more sensitive than
1 one 'vith a heavier beam?
j
2. Explain how the position of the center of gravity affects
!
the sensitivity of an equal-arm balance.
I 3» Assuming a balance ** sensitivity*' of 4 mg. , what is the i
i
:
smallest amount that a pharmacist should weigh on the balance
j
to achieve a 1:5^ nccuracy?
j
I 4. Tn weighing 50 mg. of strychnine sulfate, a pharmacist
j
used a balance insensitive to quantities smaller than 6 mc.
I Calculate the percentasre of error incurred in the weighing,
5« Assumin/^ a balance ''sensitivity" of 0.0075 Gm. , outline I
briefly how 5 mg, of atropine sulfate may be weighed with +5^
j
accuracy.
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EXPE'^TM^NT III
HIRPOS^: (1) To uae various -neaaurlrw? Instrunients ani to
I
I
deterrnlne the relative accuracy vlth -rtilch liqul<^3 can be
ineaaure'l In each ani (2) to uae the method of aliquot
measuring;,
APPA-^ATUS ANT) ^'AT^ITAT.S : Traduatea (10-cc. , 60-cc. , 125-cc. )
,
5-cc. volumetric pipette, 10-cc. "''ohr pipette, 50-cc. burette,
medicine dropper, balance, ^yelpjita, porcelain crucible,
mercury, hydrochloric acid, bottle.
j
INTRODU'^TTON t Since It Is custO'^ary to dlspenae liquids by
I
volu'ne rather than by weight, the measuring; of liquids is
I
I an Important operation In the hands of the pharm??clst. The
I
Instruments most commonly used for the measurement of volume
are icrraduate« (conical and cylindrical^ burettes, and
1
pipettes. These vary considerably In the accuracy ^hlch may
be achieved with them. Pertiaos the most sl-'nlfleant factor
i
j
irtilch determines the relative accuracy of these meapurlno;
i Instruments Is the diameter of the Instrument. The smaller
i
I
and the more nearly uniform the diameter of the Instrument,
I
the c;reater the accuracy 7lth which liquids can be measured in
j
it. Another factor vhlch must be borne in mind in determining
volumes of liquids Is that the readin*? muat be made at the
bottom of the meniscus. Thi'^ refl:ulatlon has been establlahed
by the United States Bureau of Standards nnd all t5la83
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measurlnp; vessels are c^aduate-l on this basis.
Fip:. 7 - Measuring Instru-n^nts
1. Tare a lO-cc, a 60-cc. , and a 125-cc. graduate.
Measure 5 cc. of distilled vater in each of them, and refoigh.
Calculate the net weight in each graduate. In each inntance,
express any deviation from 5 Crm, as percentage of error.
2. Veasure 5 cc. of distilled ^ater in a 5-cc. pipette,
transfer to a tarM 10-cc. graduate, and -relgh. 'Calculate
the net weight and express any deviation from 5 (rm. as
percent'ige of er^^or.
^K. Cook an1 C. La^all. "remington's Practice of
Hi^'rmacy", J. Li oplncott Company, Philadelphia, 3th ed.,
1936, p. 5T.
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3. y^easure 1 cc. of mercury in a tarei lO-cc. graduate,
wel^, an^ calculate tirie net 'relojit. Pour the Tiercury Into
the receptacle provlierl. Tlth'^ra-v 1 cc. of mercury from a
burette Into a graduate, fclph, calculate the net weight, and
\
dispose of the mercury as before. In e^ch instance, express
any deviation from 13.6 Gm, as. percentage of error.
4. Place 0.3 cc. of ils tilled vvat'?r, measured in a
burette, in a tared porcelain crucible. '?eigh an"! calculate
tlie net welgl^t. Repeat tae operation using 0.3 cc. of
distilled water measured in a ?v'ohr pipette. Again repeat the
operation using 0.3 cc. of distilled '^ater measured with a
calibrated medicine dropper. In each instance, express any
deviation from 300 rag. as percentage of error.
5. Observing the principles discussed under '*the
aliquot method", and ualnrr a lO-cc. graduate, measure 0.75 cc.
of the hydrochloric acid furnished. Dilute the aliquot to
25 cc. 7itii distilled 'vater and transfer to the bottle
provided. Rinse Uie graduate -vith 5 cc. of distilled water
and add the rinsings to the liquid In the bottle. .^Ix
thoroughly, label the bottle, and pass It into the stockroom
for assay.
QU^.STIONS AND EX5P.CT3E3 r
1. littiy is the Tieasure^ent of volume usually less accurate
than measurement of weight?
2. What is the difference between a transfer and a
measuring pipette?
i
-IS.
PUTPO^: To deteimlne the specific gravity of an unknown
llqull by means of a pycnometer,
APPARATUS AND .VATHHIALS ; Balance, Tfelj^^ts, pycnoraeter,
vater bath, thermometer, distilled vrater, alcohol, unknown
liquid.
INTRODUCTION t The specific gravity of a substance Is the
ratio, expresse;^ ieclmally, of the 7Gljght of that substance
to the freight of an equal volume of a substance chosen as a
standar'l, both substances havln^? -Uie same temperature, or
the temperature of each being definitely kno-?m. Tater Is
the standard chosen for llqulia a.n1 solids, and air Is the
standard for gases.
The United States Pharmacopoeia directs that "except
vrtiere other-vise stated, the specific J^ravlty basis Is 25°C .
25^.
(apparent). I.e., the ratio of the 'velght of a substance
In air at ?5°C. to that of an equal volume of distilled
^ater at the same temperature.""^
A knowledge of specific gravity la of considerable
importance in ph«»rmacy. First, It Is an Indication of the
Identity of certain substances. Second, It Is a means of
^The "Ftiarmacopoela of the Unlte-I States of America, Trelfth
Revision, vack Publlshlnr Company, Gaston, Pa,, p.5.
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determlnlnp!; the purity an^ strenci^th of many aubst'=ince3,
Thlrtl, it is a convenient tool in the hands of the pharnaclst
for the purpose of calculating the veiaht of a given volu-^te
j
of a llqulct, or the volune of a given weight of a liquid.
I
PycnoTietera . The pycnometer or specific gravity flask
Is a small bottle having a glass stopper Tlth a capillary
bore, so constructed that equal volumes of llnulds may be
weighed.
Fig. 8 - pycnoraeters
The pycnometer method offers the most accurate means
for the determination of the specific gravity of liquids
since direct weighings of equal volumes of the liquids under
comparison are made.
FROCED^^Tl' -leanse a specific gravity flask and its stopper
by washing it with water, then distilled water, and finally
with alcohol. Dry ^nd ascertain tlie weight of the flask and
stopper. Fill with distilled water and weigh. Drain, rinse
with a small portion of the unknown liquid, discard the
rinsings, fill with the liquid, and weigh. The distilled
li
ij
i
I
11
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1
T
water ant! the liquid should be at 25°C. The temperatur'e of
the liquid and the distilled -vate^ may be adjusted by
Immersing the liquids in a ^rater bath. The specific ^avlty
of the unknoTn liquid may be calculated by the formula
TThlch follows.
-velf^t of the a-^Tiple
Specific o-ravlty > weight of the distilled ^ater
Report the specific gravity of the unknown sample and the
temperature at -Yhlch the determination was made.
QUTSTTON*^ AND ^ERCTS^S:
1. State an exception to tl'ie pharmacopoeial temperature
for taking specific gravities.
2. Differentiate betveen absolute specific gravity and
apparent specific gravity.
3. The United States Pharmacopoeia states tliat "the specific
gravity of Theobroma Oil is not less than 0.8?3 and not Tiore
than 0.864 at IQQlC* ^plaln the meanlnc of this statement.
4. 'Thy does the United States Pharmacopoeia direct that
Honey be diluted with tvice its weight of distilled water in
the determination of the specific gravity?
5. The specific gravity of a sample of Peppermint ^11 is
0.908 at 25°C. Calculate the volumo of one pound of tlie oil.
6. Make a diarTam of a Sprengel tube and state its advantage
in determining the specific gravity of a liquid.
i
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SFE^TFia (GRAVITY - DTSPT.AC^^m^T ^.r^TH^D
RTRPOSE: To determine the specific aravity of an unknovvn
liquid by the displacement method,
APPARATUS AND MATOTALS : ISqual-arm balance, weights, glass
stopper, fine thr2ad, beaker, water bath, thermoneter,
platform, distilled water, unknown liquid.
Fig. 9 - Specific gravity by the displacement method
The determination of the specific gravity of a liquid
! by the displacement method Is baaed on Archimedes' prlnclole.
I
This principle states that a body immersed in a fluid is
buoyed up by a force equal to the weight of fluid displaced
by the body. Tt follows, therefore, that a body veigliinf? leas
than an equal volume of a liquid will float in th^t liquid.

anfl will sink therein only to the extent that it '^111 tllsplace
Its o-m ?el3^t of that llquli. A boiy welahlnfr more than an
equal volune of a liquid ^111 sink In tlie llnul-l ani ?hen
Inrnerse'l In It vlll undlergo a loss of weight equal to tl-ie
»ei£5lit of the llqull llsplaced.
' PROCE'DU aK ; 3y means of a fine thread, hang a glass stopper
I
jl
from one arm of an equal-arm balance and .7elgh It, Support
j
a beaker of distilled water on a platform over the balance
pan so that the glass stopper hangs freely in the v/ater and
is vjholly ImmersGd. Ascertain the weight of the stopper in
water. Discard tiie water, place the unknown liquid in a dry
besker, and ascertain the welsj^t of the stopper in the unknown
liquid. The distilled water and the liquid should be at ?5**C,
the temperature of the liquid and the distilled water may be
adjusted by immersing the liquids- in a water bath. The two
apparent losses In weicht are the weights of equal volumes
of distilled water and the unknown liquid. The specific
gravity of the unknown liquid may be calculated by the
formula which follows,
Sp. gr, r wt. of otopp'i^r in air - wt . of stopper in unknown
wt, of stopper in air - wt. of stopper in water
Report the specific gravity of the unknown sample and the
temperature at ^Ich the determination was made,
QUESTIONS AND EXERCISES !
1, Calculate the specific gravity of the glass stopper
^ich was used in this experiment.
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2. Derive formulas for ^eter-nlnln^ (a) the volume of a
^Iven 7re\ryht of a llnuli and (b) the -velght of a given
volume of a llquia,
3. A container holfis 50 poun-ls of mercury. Tf the specific
gr'^vlty of mercury Is 13.6, calculate ho:T many cc. of
distilled water the container vlll holi.
4. lIslniB^ f^armacopoelal table??, cal'^ulate the percenta-^e
stren£?;th of a sample of hydrochloric acid havl nsr a specific
gravity of 1.095 at 30°
C
.
?5^.
5. The specific gravity of glycerin Is 1.249» Calculate
Its specific volume.
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PURPOSE ! (1) To determine the specific pqravity of an unknovn
llquli by means of the ''ohr-festphal balance and (2) to record
the re?!dllncn of several hyirometerg.
I
APPARATUS AND MATI^-^.TALS t ^^ohr-7estphal balance, urlnoneter,
I
alcoholometer, 3aume' hydrometers, hydrometer Jars, unknown
llquli, liquid specimens,
INTRODU'TTON !
1. The ''ohr-Testpdial balance furnishes a simple, yet a
reasonably accurate and precise metJiod for the determination
of specific gravity. Its construction and use are based on
the principle of Archimedes, It consists of a beaii supported
on a steel knife edo;e; one part of it is graduated decimally,
having nine notches and supporting from a hook at the far end
a glass plummet for immersion; the other part in so counter-
poised that the beam flrlll balance when the plummet is in air.
Fig. 10 - Vohr-Teatphal balance
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If the plummet Is Immersed in a liquid. It ttIII be buoyed
up by a force equal to the welp-jrit of the liquid it displaces.
To return the beam to equilibrium, weiglita must be placed on
It, 13ie temperature of the liquid is read from a thermometer
;nhich Is In the plummet and ^Ich has a ran3;e of 7^ to 30**C.
2. Hydrometers . The determination of specific so'avity
by means of a hydrometer depends on Archimedes* principle as
It applies to floatin-T bodies. The hydrometer offers a con-
Tenient and rf=ipid method for estimrjtln-- specific /arsvities.
It consist?* of a loner fsiradu'ated tube 7ith a double bulb at
one end, the lo^^er of the t^o bulbs belnc veicJited ^rith shot
or mercury. The specific ofpavity of a liquid In vhich the
hydrometer floats upric^t is read at the point of contact of
the surf^.ce of the liquid with the calibrated scale. Certain
hydrom^^ters , such ^r. alcoholometers and Baumo hy'lrometers
,
are calibrated to read In terms of some arbitrary scale rather
than to read specific gravity directly.
Fi5« 11 - Mohr-Testphal balance r(=;adlnj^s
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Fig. 12 - Hydrometers
The United States Bureau of Stan'lari^ has establi she'd
a definite readln'J: point for hydrometers. This is described
in circular number 16, "llie Testing of Hydrometern"
.
**Tn reading the hydrometer scale the eye is placed slightly
below the plane of the surface of the test liquid; it is
raised slo-^ly until the surface, seen as an ellipse, becomes
a straight line. Hie point Trhero this line cuts the hydro-
meter scale should be taken as the reading of the hydrometer.**-
PROCEDITRE ;
1. Adjust the "ohr-Wea tphs 1 balance by moving the
upright Thich supports the beam until the plummet i- at a
convenient height. Carefully suspend the plummet in distilled
^E, P. Cook and C, H. LnTall , '^^eminfrton* s Practice of
Pharmacy", J. B. Liopincott Company, Philadelphia, pa.,
8th ed., 19?6, p. 6?.
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water, sontalned in the cylinder, and place the largest rider
on the hook to .iihich the plummet is attached. Level the
Instrument by means of the leveling screw until the sharp
point at the end of the beam colncidea exactly iriUi tiie sharp
point attached to the fraTje. Clean and dry the plu^nrnet, and
rinse the cylinder Tith t7o or three small portions of the
unknot sample. Fill tlie cylinder 7ltti the sample to Uie same
level a a that reached by the water, immerse the plummet in
the liquid, and adjust tiie weights by placing them, in the
order of their size, on hook and beam until equilibrium is
attained, llie temperature of the liquid and the distilled
water may be adjusted by imnersin-^ the liquids in a water bath.
Record the specific gravity of the liquid and the temperature
at *iioh the determination wgs made.
2, Using a urinometer, record the specific gravity
of a sample of urine.
J, Immerse the alcoholometer In a sample of diluted
alcohol, contained in a suitable hydi?ometer Jar, 9.0 that the
Instrument does not touch the nides of tlae Jar. "Record the
data obtained from the reading of the hydrometer and indicate
the temperature at Adilch Uie reading was made.
A. Tm'nerae a Baume^ hydrometer for light liquids in a
sample of diluted rmmonla solution and record the reading of
the instrument and the temperature at vhlch it was taken.
Convert this reading to specific gravity by means of the
formula ^hioh folloTs. Goeclfio gravity a 140 .
130 "3
i"
1

•28.
5. Timers e a Baurae hylroraeter for heavy llqulf?s In a
sample of chloroform anfl recorr! the reailnc- of the Instrument
and the temperature at •.vhicl:i It "ms taiien. Gonvort this
readlnp; to specific gravity "by means of the formula -.vhidi
follows. Specific gravity - 1A5
I
145 - °B
I
QUESTIONS AND ^XgRCISSS t
1. A sample of an alcoholic liquii Jras 9ho?m to contain
67«5^, hy volume, of alcohol v?hen tested .Tith an alcoholometer.
Express thif5 strength as •'proof strength".
2. Calculate (a) the specific gravity of an unknown liquid
Tfclch fTiveg a reading of 28° on the Baume "licrht** hydrometer
and (b) the specific gravity of an unknown liquid v^lch gives
a reading of "^5* on the Baumcf **heavy'* hydrometer.
3. Convert 10 Tine gallons to proof gallons.
A. Usinr alcohol ometric tables, plot a curve shoving
percentage, by volume, of alcohol at 15«56**G. against
apeciflc gravity in air at 15»56°0 .
15.56°C.
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EXP^T?nn?NT VII
I
RJRPOS^: (1) To stur!7 the phenomena of surface tension and
(2) to ietermlne the surface tension of an unkno.vn liquid
by -lirect measure.
APPARATUr^ AND 'rAT^RIALS t '^qual-arm balance, -^elsjits, platform,
I
copper :ylre (B*S 24), fine thread, po-^'celain tile, 10-cc.
graduate, 250-cc. bealjer, 60-cc, bottle, aluminum foil,
absorbent cotton, non-abporbent cotton, droppers, precipitated
sulfur, O.Olt amaranth solution, 0.01,^ amaranth solution
containing 0,2% of Aerosol, 2% methyl cellulose (1500 cps.
)
solution containing O.Olt of amaranth, 2t methyl cellulose
(15^0 cps.) solution containing 0.01^ of amaranth and 0,11
of Aerosol, 5^ Aerosol solution, unknown liquid.
INT^ODUOTTON ; Surface tension is that property of a liquid
which causes the surface of the liquid to contract due to
molecular forces and to assume a minimum surface area.
Numerically, the surface tension of a liquid is the force
per centimeter on the surface of a liquid -TJhich opposes tJie
expansion of the surface area.
The use of wetting agents ^ose ability to lo7er surface
tension Imparts to them properties of penetration, detergent
action, and emulai floation has extended to many flelia.
j
Although this physical property has not yet been
recognized by the United States Pharmacopoeia, its applies-
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tloTis hare p;alned considerable phartns^ceutlcal recof^nltion.
j
Emulsion formation and stability have been explained on the
basis of a lo7erlng of the Interfaclal tension, actually the
! surface tension at the Interface bet^reen the t^o phases of
the emulsion. The detergent action of soap depends upon the
lo?erlng of surface tension vlth Increased wetting power
and consequent emul s if 1 cation of grease, ''[any surface active
agents, particularly the catlonlc detergents, have been shown
to possess excellent germicidal activity because of their
ability to penetrate crevices. This property makes them
il
desirable ingredients In the formulation of antiseptic
solutions. The addition of vetting agents to derm^itologic
creams and lotions has resulted in better penetration of
edica-^enta. Finally, the use of such vrettlnjr agents as
sodium lauryl sulfate is an aid in the compounding of many
troublesome prescriptions which the dispensing i^armaclst
may encounter.
Surface Tension by Direct Measure . The determination
of surface tension of a liquid by direct measure depends on
the formation of a double liquid film on a wire Immersed in
the liquid. The force -rtilch the film exerts Then the Tire
1b lifted is measurei on a balance ani the surface tension
Is calculated from It.
j
PPOCSDnRE:
I
Qualitative experiments
.
(a) Place one drop of a O.Olt amaranth solution
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on a porcelain tile. Near It place one drop of 0,01^ amarantli
solution containing 0.2% of Aeroaol. Conipare the convexity,
contour, ani surface aren of each 3rop.
(b) Make tvo pools of ^Istlllea ^at'^r on a tile, uslno"
about 1 cc, for each pool. Place one drop of a 2^ methyl
- cellulose (1500 cps. ) solution contalnlna: 0,01^ of amaranth
In the center of one pool, and one drop of a 2t methyl
cellulose (1500 cps.) solution containing O.Olt of amaranth
and O.lt of Aerosol In the center of the otiier pool. Note
the speed of diffusion of each drop.
(c) On the surface of about 200 cc. of distilled vater
contained In a 250-cc. beaker, place a small amount of
absorbent cotton and note that the cotton becomes saturated
with the water, and sinks. Remove the cotton. Place a small
amount of non-absorbent cotton on the surface of the water and
note thgit It Is not saturated by the water. Add 5 drops of
a 5% Aerosol solution to the water In the beaker and note the
bdiavlor of the non-absorbent cotton.
(a) Vako a circular openlns; havlnc: a diameter of about
2 ram. In the center of a 2 In. x 2 In. square of aluminum
foil. Place the square of aluminum foil on a 10-cc. graduate
so that the hole In the Toll Is centered over the opening of
the graduate and depress the foil slightly. Pl^ce 5 drops
of a 0,01,^ amaranth solution on the foil so that the pool
formed covers the hole In the foil and observe carefully the
lower surface of the foil. Add 5 drops of a 0.01^ amaranth
ii
li
•
i
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solution contalnlYip: 0,2% of Aerosol to the pool on the foil
and note the result of the reduction of the surface tension
of the liquid.
(e) Place about 50 cc, of distilled rater In a 60-cc,
bottle, add about 1 G-m. of precipitated sulfur, and agitate
the mixture. Observe the behavior of the sulfur. Add about
1 cc. of a 5/^ Aerosol solution and observe the diange in the
behavior of the sulfur.
2. Surface tension by direct measure . Usin^^ a copper
wire (B&S 24), make a fork Tlth pronp:s about 15 nam. long and
having; a width of about 40 mm. The prons^s of the fork should
be stral.^t and parallel. Suspend the fori?: by n»ans of a fine
thread from one arm of an equal-arm balance. Support a
Fig. 1"^ - Surface tension by direct measure
beaker containlnf?; thp unkno-.m llould on a pl^^tforTi over the
balance pan, so that :^en the beam la In equilibrium the
prontrs only dip into the liquid. Exactly counterbalance the
fork %^lle It Is In thin position, ^ecord the weight.
Carefully tip the beam so thnt the ihole fork Is Immersed In
II
li
l{
ij
II
>l
11
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the liquid, '.^ore liquid may be added to produce complete
Immersion, ^.alse the fork carefully and note the film formed.
This film will tend to contract and pull the fork back to the
surface. Determine by repeated trials the additional weight
necessary to balance this tension, that Is, the vels^t
necessary to maintain "Uie balance In equilibrium 'flhlle the
film la Intact, ^.fake three determinations and calculate
the mean, '."easure the width of the fork and record the
temperature of the liquid. The surface tension of the unknown
liquid may be calculated by the formula ?*ilch follows.
T s wg T - surface tension
L r width of the fork
g s acceleration of gravity
w s welo^ht necessary to maintain the balance In
equilibrium vhlle tlrie film Is Intact
QUESTIONS AND EXE^CTS^S !
1, What Is the effect of temperature on surface tension?
2. Using the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics as a
reference, plot a temperature-surface tension curve shO'Tlnp"
the variation of surface tension of water from 10** to 60*'C.
3» lhat Is wettable sulfur?
A, ?:xplaln briefly (a) the surface tension theory of emulsl-
f1 cation and (b) the adsorbed film theory of emulslflcatlon.
J.
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EXPERTiraT VIII
^-URFACTC TEN?TON - CAPILLARY ?I3^ ^TTTHOD
RT^POn^J determine the surface tension of an unknoim
llqul-l by the capillary rise method.
APPARATUS A^"D ^^AT^RTALS ; Balance, vrelfzhtg, thermometer
tubing, metric niler, tost tube (6 x 1), rubber stopper
(2-hole), TTatch glass, rlnr; stand, burette clamp, mercury,
unknoim liquid.
INTROOU':':TIOri ; The determination of surface tension by the
capillary rise method Involves the measurement, of the height
to Mhlch a liquid of known density .rill rise in a capillary
tube of kno-jfn dlara??ter Then the tube is placed In the liquid.
PROCEDURE ; 3y means of a metric ruler, determine- the
distance. In mm., betveen the divisions on tlie scale of a
piece of thermometer tubing. Pill the capillary tube by
suction up to a definite height vflth mercury, transfer the
mercury to a tared -Tatch glass, and determine the vel^t
I of the mercury. C?alculate the radius of the capillary
tube using the formula ^Ich follows.
w rTT^"^*^ ^ = radius y s Telojit of mercury
I
h - helglit (cm.) of mercury In capillary
,
tube
d 3 density of mercury (13.6)
To measure the surface tension of the unknown liquid. Intro-
duce about 10 cc. of the liquid Into a test tube and place
the capillary tube In the liquid as sho'^ In Figure lA.
I
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Fig, 14 - Surface te
Read the difference betv
capillary tube ani In th
on the thermometer tubln
Pecord the temperature o
by means of a pycnometer
In dynes per cm,
,
by the
s a hda;r a = sur
r • cap
h = rls
of
In
6 - acG
QUESTIONS AND ^ERCTS^S:
1. Explain the meaning
2, On '^at two phenomen
Of vhat pharmaceutic
measuring the volume of
naion by the capillary rise method
'een the level of the liquid In the
e test tube In terms of divisions
ig and convert this reading to cm.
f the liquid, deter^^lne Its density
,
and calculate the surface tension,
formula which follow,
face tension d » density in Im./cc.
lllary bore radius
e In capillary tube above the level
the liquid In the test tube - height
cm.
eleratlon of gravity - 980 cm, /sec,
of capillarity.
a does capillarity depend?
al significance Is capillarity In
an aqueous liquid?
i
1
ii
!l
![
I
I
i
II
I!
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EXPKRIi;?ENT IX
|
SmFn'lZ TEN 3 1OX - IN'T^'^F-^CI AL TENSION
(1^ To fletermlme the Interfaclal tenolon, expressed
In tfjrrns of a "drop number", bet'Tenn a sample of an oil and
I diatlllei 7Bt.e^ uslni? g Mohr pioette ani (2) to •Soterrnlne tiie |
effect of surface active asrente and eTiulslfyinft agents on
Interfaclal tension,
APPARATUS ft^^D y^T^^JA^?^ ; 5-cc. Vohr pipette, beakers, ring
fltanl, burette cla-np, distilled -vater, 5, 10, 15, and 25%
acacia aol'Jtlons, 0.0?5, O.050, 0.075, 0.1, an^ 0.125^ sodium
lauryl sulfate solutions, flxel oil sg-nple.
I
I\^T^ODfJ^TIOV ; Tlie surface tension at the boundary bet^reen
two iTiTilsclble lloulds 19 termed the Interfaclal tension. If
a volune of a liquid A, an oil, falls steadily from a
capillary tube Into a second liquid 3, ^ater, the tube being
held In a vertical position so that the outlet Is below the
surface of liquid 3, ani makes a total of N drops, the Inter-
faclal t'=nslon la Inversely proportional to the number of
drops. ^ decrease In this tension, therefore, 7III be
accompanied by an Increase In the number of drops. If then,
i
j
8 liquid A, an oil, flows or drops throuch a liquid B, vater,
I
and the Interfaclal tension can be reduced, the liquid A will
I
yield a p;reater number of drops, corresponding to a ff;reater
i dispersive capacity In liquli B. In other words, the
i
I
tendency for A to become emulslflei In 3 Increases as Inter-

fsclal tension iecr-^aseg.
One of th-- Important functions of sn "^mi?. si frying as'^nt,
therefore, is to reduce Interfaoial tenfiion, pronioting txiereby
|
^r^ter esse of emulslfIcatlon of tiiu internal piiaae of "an
ennilaion.
1. Using 8 5-cc. "ohr pipotte, nieaaure 5 cc. of ttie
sanpla of oil oupplicl, carefully -Tipe the outside of the
plpett3, an'! clamp it in a vertical position about 10 to 15
larn. below the surface of listllled water container! in a beaker.
Count tile number of Srops producel by allorinR 3 cc. of the
oil to run out of the pipett.e, Report the Interfacial tension
|
expressed! In ferras of the *Mrop number".
2. FinrI the interfacial tension, expressecl as the
"drop number", between the sarnple of oil and 5, 10, 15, ?0,
and 25,^ acacia solutions, respectively. In each case, count
and record the number of drops produced by alloTinp- 3 cc. of
the oil to flow out of the pipette into the acacia solution.
Plot a "drop nuriber" vn concentration of eTiulsifying agent
curve. "That is the effect of an emulslf ler, such as acscia,
on the interfacial tension bet:feen oil and water?
3. Find the interfacial tension, expressed as the
"drop nu-nber", between the sample of oil and 0.0^5, 0,050,
0,075, 0,1, nnd 0.125^ sodium lauryl sulfate solutions,
respectively. In each case, count and record the number of
drops produced by allowlncr J, cc. of the oil to floT out of

the pipetl,e into thj aoiluTi Inu'-yT r>ulfato solution. Plot
I
! a **arop number* vs concentration of ^ettinr? a'^ent curve.
I
•
,
I
i
"-"hat is tho effect of* a 7ottln.^ ardent, audi as sorlium lauryl
i . on thr> Inter'*--''! ^.-m^iion bet-^een oil an'^ -rater?
! Im aaat Is mennt by the tern ''interface"?
j
2. "X ""."in ho'v interracial tension Influences the type
j
of •::a2ul3ion jroluced.
I
3» Explain ho ft clacreasod interf "3 0131 tension increases the
stability of emulsions.
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I
"EXP^IRIMENT X
j
SM^FACK T^NS TON - T^NSTO^n^T^R
!
i PURPOSE t To measure the surface tension of an unknot llquirj
by means of the du^'ouy tenslometer.
APPARATtJS AND "MATERIALS ! duKoUy tensiometer (simplified form),
weights, strip of paper, Bunaen burner, Tatch glass, forceps,
thermometer, unknown liquid.
INTRODUCTION ; The construction of the duNoiiy tensiometer
Is based essentially upon the torsion principle. The torsion
of a wire produces a slowly Increasing upv?ard force on a
wire ring Thich is in contact Tlth the liquid under examina-
tion. The degree of torsion Is Indicated on a circular
graduated scale vhlch, ,*ien properly standardized, gives the
8ur<face tension of the liquid. The simplified form of the
Instrument is sho^n in Figure 15. It consists of a sensitive
Fig, 15 - duNoiiy tensiometer
I
II
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torsion 'Tire clampe{3 In a fixed position at one end with the
other end free to rotate by the adjustment of a Torm ^eel
controlled by a thumb-screT, to .yhlch a movable pointer is
attached for showing upon a circular graduated scale the
torque applied. The 4 cm. platinum-Iridium rlnp- la hung In
a stirrup at the end of a llc^t ateel balance arm ^Ich Is
clamped to the middle of the torsion Ylre. T^ie platform for
I
the container of liquid to be measured Is adjustably mounted
and levellnf? screws are provided on two of the lec^s of the
support base for leveling the plane of the rlnc with the
plane of the liquid surface.
p^OC^DUH^ ! Since the scale Is graduated in arbitrary units,
'it la necessary to calibrate it for quantitative measurements
of surface tension. Tighten the knurled head at the far end
j
of the torsion wire until all slack Is taken out and the
i
wire Is taut. Turn the adjusting screw controlling the 7orm
gear until the pointer Indicates zero on the scale, hang the
I
platinum- Iridium ring, previously cleaned by flaming, on the
'hook at the end of the torsion arm, and, after If^osenlng the
'j
j
set-screw which locks the adjusting nut at the far end of the
wire, slowly turn the adjusting nut until the torsion arm just
' perceptibly clears the platform. Tighten Uie set-screv.
After observing the precautions as to levellnc?: the Instrument,
turn the afljustlng ncrew controlling the worm gear so as to
brlntT- the pointer to the readlncr, 100 on the scale. Cut a
small strip of paper, weigh It accurately, put It in place on

Ithe rln?, an'l afl-? sufficient 'elejits to bring the arm Just
back to itg zero position. Ufllnfr the formula -.^Ich follo.vs,
compute thf? surface tension. In (lynea oer cm. , represented !
i
by the total welgjit require! to restore torsion to Its
Initial position.
T s Ms T r surface tension
2L
g s acceleration of tzyavlty
M s niass of paper plus mass aided to restore
torsion arm
L = mean circumference of wire - 4 cm.
The value T, In dynes per cm, , corresponds to the reading
of 100 on the dial. The value of surface tension represented
by any other reading may be obtained from:
T s ^aXa s scale readlnp? at -^Ich ring detaches
^c from the liquid under test.
- scale readlnrr at Thldi the Instrument
was callbrat-^d.
Tq = calculated value of surface tension
correspond Incr to Rq.
T z surface tension of liquid under test.
Having properly leveled and calibrated the Instrument,
place a watch glass containing the unknown liquid beneath
the ring on the adjustable platform and raise the platform
1
until the rlnr? Is submerged In the liquid. Allov the plat-
form to remain In this position and slowly Increase the
torsion on the Tire until the ring Is detached. The surface
tension of the liquid represented by the dial reading at
which the rlnp* was detached from the liquid may be calculated
1
i
1
1
1
i

II
II
II
I!
by the formula given above. Report the surface tension of
the llquH and the temperature at -Jhlch the determination
was made.
QUESTIONS AND ^^CT5^S >
1, Why must a length of twice the circumference of the
ring be used In calculating tJie surface tension?
2m ^at substances inay be used to reduce surface tensions
j
of aoueous liquids?
I
3. "^hat advantages may result from the use of wettln=7 agents
I
in (a) antiseptic solutions and (b) derma tologlc lotions?

HnPOH'g: : (1) To measure the relative vlacoaity of an un'^noTO
llqul'! by means of a pipette, to determine the variation
of the vlflcoalty of glycerin viVn temperature, an*! (?) to
measure the relative vlgcofJlty of a pharmaceutical Jelly
by the fallla? sphere methoi.
APPARAfTJS ANT) VAT^RIALS ; 50-gc. pipette, stop Tatch, water
bath, thermometer, c^lass cylinder havln'^ a capacity of about
100 cc. , steel balls (1/3 In. diameter), c^lycerin, un^novn
liquid, sample of a pharmaceutical jelly.
INTRODUCTION ! Viscosity la the term used to denote the
relative deforce of fluidity of a liquid. It Is the resistance
experienced by one portion of a liquid in moving over another
portion. Scientifically, It may be defined as the force
which .?111 move a unit area of plane surface, vrlth unit speed,
relative to another parallel plane surface from Thlch It Is
separated by a layer of liquid of unit thickness. Vore
•Imply, It Is a relative p^'operty irhen vater Iq the reference
material and all viscosities are expressed In terms of the
Tlscoslty of pure ?rater at ^S^C. This quantity Is given
as (very nearly) one centlpolse. Vtie viscosity of a liquid
varies vlth temperature. In general, viscosity decreases as
temperature Increaeea. Viscosity may be expressed as
(1) relative, (2) absolute, and (7) kinematic.
ir
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1
i Is **klnematlc viscosity" Thlch le based on absolute viscosity,
ftie kinematic viscosity Is the ratio of absolute viscosity,
expressed In pols^^'S, over tiie density of the llqul-l. •Rio
i
1
poise is the unit of absolute viscosity and iB equivalent
1
to a iorce of one "iyne-seconl per square centimeter'. A's
tlie poise la rather larfre, one-hundredth of a polsa, or a
centlpolse (cps.), is no^ generally accepted as the more
convenient unit for absolute viscosity.
Uie United States i^armacopoela specifically requires
a definite klnetn9tlc viscosity as a basis for the lientlfi-
cotion of Liquid Petrolatuu and Lit^t Liquid Petrolatum,
1, \'ake a permanent mark about 2 cm, below tlie bulb
of a 50-cc. pipette and note the time, in seconds, required
at 25**^. for the level of distilled orator to fall from the
upper to the lover m^rk as the liquid flo7s from the pipette.
Draw the unknom samole into the pipette, rhich should be
clean and dry, and note the time, in seconds, required at 25**C.
for its level to fall from the upper to the lofer mark.
Divide tiie number of seconds thus noted by the number of
seconds for the water, £he quotient indicates the relative
viscosity of the unknown liquid. Distilled water at 25**C.
is token as 1. ^^ake five determinations of the relative
viscosity at 25''C. and c^^lculate the mean.
1
1
!
!
j
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2. Determine the relative vlscof^lty of =5lycerin at
25, 35, 45, 55, an-i 65®C., ^Jni plot a viscosity- temperature
curve. 'The temperature of the f7:lycerln may be ai jus ted by
Immersion in a water bath. Record the temperature of the
glycerin Just before filling the pipette and Immediately
after the required amount has run out of the pipette. Take
the averap-e of the tvo readings as the temperature at Thlch
the viscosity .7as determined,
3. Calibrate a glass cylinder so that tTo reference
marks are 100 mm. apart and each is not less than 10 mm.
from the ends of the container. Fill the cylinder .Tlth the
sample of Jelly supplied to a point 10 mm, above the top
mark, and adjust the temperature of the Jelly to 25*G. by
Immersloa in a water bath. Using a pleoe of glass tubing
^Ich Just touches the surface of the Jelly and ^idi is
held In a vertical position by means o£^ a one-hole rubber
stopper Inserted In the cylinder. Introduce a steel sphere.
Fig, 16 - Relative vlncosity by the
falling sphere raotriod

II
i
I
i
j
1/8 In. In f31ameter, axially Into the Jelly and detemine the
tlTie of f fill. In secon'ia, bet veen the upper ancl lower inaj:*ks.
Make five determinations, using five spheres of the same
diameter, calculate the mean, ani express the viscosity of
the Jelly as the averacre tine, in seconds, required for the
fall. Record the temperature at '^ich the determinations
were made.
1. How may the viscosity of a liquid be temporarily
reduced?
2. Hhat are the physical characteristics of a liquid
of (a) hifTh viscosity and (b) lo ? viscosity?
3. ^at precaution should be observed In using glycerin
as a solvent? ^y?
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EXp^nr?NT XII
PUPFOSS t To determine the viscosity of a sample of Liquid
Petrolatum by means of tiie Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter.
ApPA^-:ATUG AND '^ATEKIALS ; Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter,
thermometer, flask graduated at 60 cc», stop watch, sample
of Liquid Petrolatum.
INT^ODU^'TTOr ; The r^aybolt Universal Vlscosinf^ter consists
of a metallic cylinder to contain the liqui-^ under examination.
The cylinder has an outlet in the bottom close^^ with a cork
Fig. 17 - Saybolt Universal Viscosi^ieter
stopper. It is surrounded with a Jacket vhlch serves as a
I bath to heat the liquid under examination to a specified
I
1
temperature, the Jacket beln;^ provided rith facilities for
heatln<? and stirring the bath. Viscosity is expressed as the
time of discharge, In seconds, of a definite volume of the
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llqul'! beln^^ tested.
PROCEDURE ; Fill tlrie bath 'Tlth -rater and heat the vater to
a temperature of about 40"C. Fill the cylinder -rlth the
saraple of Liquid Petrolatuu and, Then the eauple is at a
i
I
temperature of 37.3*'C., place the flask graduated at 60 cc.
under the outlet, and quickly remove the cork, lumed lately
starting the stop 'ratch. The time. In seconds, required
to fill the flask to the 60 cc. mark represents the viscosity
of the llauld. By referring to the table of viscosity values
In the United States Pharmacopoeia, convert the f?aybolt
Universal viscosity to kinematic viscosity. Report the
Saybolt Universal viscosity at y7mS°C, and the corresponding
kinematic viscosity.
QUESTIONS AMD EXERCISES !
1, The kinematic viscosity of a sample of mineral oil
Is 38,1 centlstokes at 37.8**C. Its specific gravity is
0.905. Calculate the absolute viscosity of the sample.
I
2, The absolute viscosity of a liquid those specific gravity
is l.?5 is 4OO0 cps. Calculate its kinematic viscosity.

EXPERIMENT XI IT
SOLUTION - SOLIDS IT LI ^.U IDS
PU^POSg ! To estimate the solubility of an unkno vn sample
at 25''C.
APPARATUS AND VAT^RIALS ; Balance, weights, axariuates,
pipettes, l?5-cc, Erlenmeyer flask, stopper, spatula, sample
for estimation of solubility.
INTROnU'':TION ; ^en a solute Is dissolve'! in a solvent to
the point of saturation at a s:iven temperature, the number
of mole'^ules loavin?; the solicl ani entering; the solvent is
equal to the nuniber of molecules of the same kind returning
from the liquid and going back to the solid. At this point
an e-'uilibrium exists between the solid and the liquid, and
a saturate"? eolution results. The concentration of the
saturated solution is termed the solubility of the solute
at a desi *7na ted temperature.
The natter of f^olubllity is of pharmaceutical 3ip;ni-
ficance since a knowlednre of solubilities is necessary in
the preparation ^nd dispenainrr of medicines. Althou«j;h the
solubilities 7hich are '7iven in the United States Pharma-
copoeia are not intended as standards or testis for purity
but rather as Tuidinrr factors for the dispensing pharmacist,
accurate solubility determinations constitute an index of
the purity of a substance.
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Tn the United States pharmacopoeia and the National
Formulary, solubilities are expressed as the number of cc. of
a solvent required to dissolve 1 of a solute at 25*0.
Further, if the exact solubility of a substance is not kno-?m,
the official compendia use the descriptive terns which follow,
PHAR:i^ACOPO^IAL T"R^^S FOR RELATIVE SOLUBILITIES^
Descriptive ter.n Relative quantity of sol -
vent for 1 part of solute
Very soluble Less th^^n 1 part
'^reely soluble From 1 to 10 parts
Soluble From 10 to 30 parts
Sparinp;ly soluble From 30 to 100 parts
Sllf^tly soluble "^rom 100 to 1000 parts
Very slightly soluble From 1000 to 10000 parts
Practically insoluble !J^ore than 10000 parts
FROCEDURF t Place 1 Gm. of the unkno-m sample, previously
po'vdered, in 20 cc. of distilled water contained in a 125-cc.
Frlenraeyer flask, stopper the flask, and shake. If solution
takes place, add weighed quantities of the sample until
saturation Is reached. If 1 (Jm. does not dissolve in 20 cc.
of distilled water, add measured quantities of distilled
v;ater until solution takes place, ^'alntain a temperature
of 25*0. throup-hout the determination, Report the estimated
Ihe Fhirmacopoeia of the United States of America, Twelfth
Revision, Vack Publlshincr Company, Fasten, Pa,, pp. 6O8-609,
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solubility of the aaT.pl e In the folio Tlnsr manner: "Tlie
estimated Bolublllty of the sample Is 1 Crm, In ? cc. of
\rater".
QUSSTTOfTS ANT) vX^CISFS ;
1. In a solubility determination, 50.5 cc. of cllstllled
water .7err^ required to dissolve 4,75 1m. of a substance,
"^press the solubility of the substance as a ratio, the first
term of thlch Is 1. 'fhat Is the correct pharraacopoeial
descriptive term for this degree of solubility?
2. >hat physical tests may be used to differentiate between
a true solution and a colloidal dispersion?
I
I
I
i'
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EXp^nr^NT XIV
SOLUTION - SOLUBILT-^Y CURV2
PURPOSE: To plot a solubility curve for an unknot sample
over a rans;e of temperature,
APPARATUS AND J^AT^RIALS: Balance, Telajits, Sunken burner,
trlpofl, wire ^^^uze, pyrex teat tube, water bath, ther'mometer,
1
stirring roi, 1-cc. pipette, .Tatch c^lass, unknown sa-nple.
INT^.OD^^^TION ; The aes^ree of solubility of a pure substance
In a solvent in depen'lent upon tempera tJjre. In most
instances, the rea-^tlon resulting from the solution of a
solute in a solvent is an enfSothermlc one, that is, heat
is absorbe^l in the process of solution. It follows, there-
fore, that the solubility of the solute may be Increasei
by increasing the temperature. If, in the process of solution,
an exothermic reaction takes place, the solubility is iecreased
by increasing the temperature. Ihen heat is neither absorbed
nor oriven off, the solubility of a solute In a solvent is
not significantly affectei by variations of temperature.
Although a knofledec of the solubility of a substance
at 25**C. , the atandari temperature of the United St«^tes
Pharmacopoeia, is of prime importance to the dispensing
pharmacist, the effect of temperature on the degree of solu-
bility of a substance is a si<xnlfloant factor In the
compounllng of many preacriptions and pliapraaceutical
preparations.

P^OC'''OU^^ ! A raofllflcatlon of a formerly official metho-i
for fleterrainla- aolubilltl es^ ^111 be used in tliis experiment.
This simplified procedure is suitable only for those sub-
stances -^icl-i are not volatile ani vrhich are not decoTnposed
at water bath heat. Place about 25 cc, of distilled :vater in
a pyrex test tube, adi an excess of the unkno'<7n sa-iaple,
previously reduced to a fine powder, place the test tube in a
ffater bath maintained at 25°C., and stir Uie contents for
about 15 minutes, "^emove the stirring rod, allo^ the excess
of the salt to settle, ^rithdravy 1 cc, of the clear supernatant
liquid by means of a volumetric pipette, and immediately
record the t<^mperature of the water bath. Transfer the liquid
to a tare*^ watch ?2;lass, weigh accurately, and evaporate to
dryness on a water bath. From the wei^t of the solution
taken and the weipiit of the residue calculate the solubility
of the substance by the formula '^lich follows.
Solubility - 1 C^m. in wt. of solution - wt. of residue
7t, of residue x sp. ^^r. of solvent
Express the result as the solubility of the substance in
Im. per 100 cc. of water. FolloTinp^ the procedure described
above, estimate the solubility of the unknown sample at
35, 45, 55, and 65*C. Plot a solubility curve for the
substance using temperatures as abciasae and solubilities
The Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America, Tenth
Revision, J. B. Lipplncott '^o'^onny, Philadelphia, Pa.,
pp. 458-459.

(CJm. of substance per 100 cc. of crater) as or^'lnates.
A typical solubll1.ty curve plotte'1 from d?5ta obtaine-i
by the metho-l of this experlnn.ent la shorn in Figure 13.
DATA ^0^ -ODJBTLITY CURVE
OF
A^?^ONTU¥ OHLORin^
SOLUBILITY TSVPgRAnJRS
[Gm, of solute T^TT
per 100 cc.
of water)
40.3 25
44. 9 35
47.9 45
52.9 55
57.9 65
60
Cj-m. of
solute
per
100 cc.
20
I
I
0 40 U.J 30
Tempernture ®C.
Flff. 13 - Solubility cu>"ve of anraonium chloride
I
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1. Ho'^ may the rate of golutlon of a substance be increased?
2. The solubility of potasslUTi loilde In vater Is 1 CrTi.
in 0,7 cc. ^en 10 CJm. of potassium iodide are dissolved
in 7 cc. of distilled water, the volu-^ie is 10 cc. Calculate
(a) the percentage of potassium iodide, v?ei^t to volune,
and (b) the percentage of potassium iodide, weight to wei^it,
in the solution.
3. Classify the followincr, as endothermlc or exothermic
reactions.
a. The addition of sulfuric acid to 'rater.
b. The sla'^lng of lime.
c. fhe addition of potassium iodide to tater.
d. The addition of sodium iodide to 7ater,
Il
.1
;i
i
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qoTTTTION - PHENOL Am '^a tvt^ -^OUJSTLTTY CTTTV^
PURPOSE ! To -Jetermlne the niutual solubility of phenol and
water over a rancr,e of temperature.
APPARATUS AND ''AT^RIALS ! Balance, ^ei^ts, "ohr pipette,
test tubes, '^ater bath, thermometer, phenol, distilled
water.
INTROOn^^TION ! 'Then two liquids audi as glycerin and ^ater
are mixed, a homof^eneous system is formed irrespective of
tJae proportions in 'Jhich the tvo are taken. The substancen
are said to be misclble in all proportions. Other liquid
pairs, such as phenol and ^ater, produce homop;eneous systems
only Tjhen mixed in certain ratios. These liquids are s^ld
to be miscible in certain proportions. Still other liquid
pairs, such as mineral oil and '.Tater, are practically
insoluble in each other in any proportion and are, therefore,
immiscible,
A (dianpre of temperature aTfects the mutual solubility
of liquids, and, in the case of phenol and water, the mutual
solubility is increased ith increased temperature. In
pharmacy, both a solution of phenol in water and rater in
phenol are encounte>^ed , the first in the preparation of
diluted phenol solution?' in water, and the second in the
preparation of liquefied phenol.
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PROCEDURE ; Label a seriea of teat tubes A, 3, c, D, ^, F,
and il ani Introduce phenol and water into each of them In
the proportlonn Indicated belo^.
T^ST TTTB^ Gm . OF PH^'NOL cc, 0^ -^AT^ ^ OF PffSNOL
A 0,? A.
7
6
B 0.5 4.5 10
C 1.0 4.0 20
D 2.0 '.o 40
E 2.5 2.5 50
F 3.0 2.0 60
Q 4.0 1.0 80
H 4.5 0.5 90
Place the test tubes In a vater bath, heat the .rater
cautiously, and raise tho temper^ tu'^e very carefully. Note
the temperature at vhlch the liquid mixture In each tube
forms a homor^encous solution. A11o>t the temperature of
the water bath to fall, and note the temperature at ?rhlch
the solution In e^ch tube becomes turbid. Take the mean of
the temper«itures at 7hlch turbidity disappears on heatlno;
and reappears on coollnr^ as the temperature at vhlch phenol
and water In e-^ch tube are completely mlsclble. Plot a
solubility curve uslnc^ concentrations of phenol. In terms
of p'^^rcentage, aa abclasae and the mutuil solubility
temperatures as ordl nates.

i'
QUS^TIONS ANH EXERCISE t
l! 1, TSxplaln ^at Is meant by "critical solution temperature".
2, "^^^t is this temperature on the phenol- vater solubility
frraj^ fl*iich was plotted from the '5a ta obtainei in this
experiment?
3. "?hat is the effect on the miscibility of phenol Tith
water vhen it is illutei Tith an equal volume of glycerin?
4, Hot is liquefied phenol prepared?
5. Hot much liquefied phenol should be used In preparing
2 liters of a 5^ phenol solution?
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T?XFE:RI'jnrNT XVT
DTALYSTS '^NO O^VQSIS
RjppQS^ ; To study the phenoTiem of tJlalysls airl osmosis.
APPARATJ5 AND M^T'^IALS ; ^Ing stani, burette clamps,
Bunsen burner, trlpol, Tire p-auze, graduates, dropper, funnel,
filter paper, test tubes, 250-cc. beaker, 150-gc. beaker,
I
tvo Uiistle tubes, cellophane tubincc, sheet of cellophane,
I
I
rubber bands, syrup, starch, O.i:^ potassium permanganate
i|
I
solution, iodine test solution, distilled yater.
11
||
INTRODUCTION : Dialysis is the process of separating
I crystalloids from colloiis by placing a semi-permeable
membrane betTeen the crystalloid-colloid solution and
I
the solvent. The crystalloids ^rill diffuse readily throuc^
I
the mf^mbrane -^ereas the colloids -7111 not. Diffusion of
I
the crystalloid substances Till continue until the concen-
tration of the crystalloid is in eauilibrium on both sides
of the membrane.
Osmosis is the phenomenon of diffusion through a
semi-permeable membrane ^Ich separates liquid solutions
of different concentrations. The opposing force necessary
to stop this process of diffusion is called osmotic pressure.
Osmotic pressure is a colligatlve property, meaning that it
is dependent upon the number of molecules in a solution
rather than on the kind. A knowledge of this and other

related properties Is essential to the fliapenslng i^armacist
' for the proper understanding of the preparation of isotonic
F^OG^WTp:: Vlx 0,5 Om. of starch with 5 cc» of distilled
water ani pour the mixture Into 50 cc. of boiling distilled
water. Boil for 3 minutes. Filter, and mix 10 cc. of the
filtrate vrith 5 cc, of a 0.1^ potassium permanganate solu-
tion. To 1 cc. of this mixture add one drop of Iodine test
solution and report your observation. Using cellophane
tubing and a thistle tube, prepare a dialyzer. Pour the
Fig, 19 - Dialysis throuph a cellophane membrane
remainder of the st^^rch-permanr^anate mixture into the
dlalyzer and Immerse the dlalyzlnf^ membrano in 50 cc, of
distilled water contained In a 150-cc. beaker. Then the
water has acquired a pink color, add to it one drop of
iodine teat solution and explain any change or lack of
i solutions.
n
Hi:
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ehange .Thidi takes place either outside or Inside the
dialyzing membrane. Outline briefly the results of this
experiment.
Osmosis. Fill the bulb of a thistle tube Tlth syrup,
and cover the lar^e end of the tube vith a cellophane
membrane. Immerse the bulb in distilled -rater as sho^ In
Fl/3:ure 20. The -^ater molecules will pass throu^ the
V ^ vJ
Fl?^. ?0 - Osmotic action through a
semi-permeable membrane
membrane more rapidlv than the molecules of the suiiar
solution and the liquid vlll rise In the tube. Note the
rise of the llquli In th(= tube and record your observation,
Tlieoretically, then Yill the liquid in the tube cease to
rise?
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QUT?STIONS AND -SX^T^CTG^S ;
1. 'Vhat effect does an InGrease-! amount of solute have on
the osmotic pressure of a solution?
2, Tiat Is an isotonic solution?
3. That is the relation between molal solutions of non-
electrolytes an'l osmotic pressure at the same temperature?
4, Define (a) dialysate and (b) diffusate.

EXPiRimrr XVII
AB^O^PTION AND ADSORPTION
RnPOSEi (1) To determine the abgorbency of a sa-^ple of
I
cotton and (?) to study the fdienonienon of absorption,
I
particularly to determine the adsorptlve poTera of activated
charcoal.
I
ArP^.7ATTJ3 Avn ^^^T^RTALS ! Copper rlre (0.4 mm. dla^neter)
,
balance, welc^hts, test tubes, graduates, beaker, funnels,
filter paper, mercuric potassium Iodide solution, hydro-
j
chloric acid, strychnine sulfate, activated charcoal,
jl colloldBl kaolin, methyl thlonlne chloride, gentian violet,
||
alcohol, 0.1.^ Aerosol solution, sample of cotton.
INTRODUCTION ! Adsorption Is the adhesion of a layer of
gas, liquid, or solid to the surface of a solid or liquid
body. It is a surface phenomenon and differs from absorption
which Is the penetration of the molecules of a substance
Into the absorbent. The amount of adsorption, other
factors beiner equal. Till vary tith th-^ surface exposed.
The variation of area Tlth pro^nresslve subdivision la
flhoTn belo7.
Len-^th of edp:e Number of cube? Area
1.0 cm. 1 6 sq. cn«
0.1 1000 60 aq. cm.
0.01 cm. lOOOOOO 600 aq. cm.
0.001 cm. 1000000000 6000 aq. cm.
4
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PVom a {rfiarraaceutlcal vle^vpolnt, substances such as
activated charcoal, colloidal kaolin, ani bentonlte are
Important because of their absorptive povers.
I P70CSDURE ;
I
- •
1. Absorbeney teat for cotton .^ prepare a wire basket
wel^iln- not raore thr^n 3 Om* from copper wire approximately
0.4 mm. In diameter in the form of a cylinder approximately
5 cm. In diameter and 9 cm, deep, with spaces between the
wires of approximately 2 cm. Place 5 of the sample of
cotton In the bgsket and weloih. Hold the basket on Its side
about 12 mm. above the surface of distilled water at 25**C.
Allow the basket to drop to the water and record the time,
in seconds, required for complete submersion. Remove the
basket from the water and allow It to drain for 10 seconds.
Place It In a tared beaker and welg;h. Calculate the weight
of water absorbed.
2, Adsorption .
(a) DlsBolve 0,1 lm, strychnine sulfate In
50 cc. of distilled water. To 2 cc. of mercuric potassium
Iodide solution add 1 drop of hydrochloric acid and a few
drops of the strychnine sulfate solution, and record your
observations. Add 1 dm. of activated charcoal to the
I ^The Pharmacopoeln of the United Stntes of America, Twelfth
!
Revision, Mack Publishing Company, Saston, Pa., p. 551.
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strychnine sulfate solution, shaks the mixture vlgorous^ly for
5 minutes, ani filter immediately throus^h a dry filter. To
2 cc, of mercuric potassium iodlrle solution add 1 drop of
hydrochlorio acid and a few drops of the filtrate, ^'ote any
turbidity or lack of turbidity and record your obsf^rvntions.
"^at do vou conclude concerning the aflsorptive power of
I
activate'' ch^rcosl for strydinlne sulfate? Repeat the
experiment using colloidal kaolin in place of activated
charcoal and record your observn tlons.
(b) Dissolve 50 mg. of methylthionine chloride in 50 cc.
I of distilled water and add 1 Gm. of activated charcoal to
the solution. Shake the mixture for a minute and then filter.
Note that the filtrate is colorless. To shov Uiat no
cheraicnl change resultinR- in a colorless dye base has occurred,
i
pour a fev cc. of alcohol over the charcoal on the "^llter.
The filtrate will become colored with some desorbed dye.
j
'Tiat do you conclude concemlno: the adsorptive poTpr of
activated charcoal for dyes?
(c) Dissolve 100 mg. of gentian violet in 100 cc. of
distilled water. Add 1 G-m. of activated charcoal to the
solution, shake the mixture for a minute, and filter. Note
whether the filtrate lo colored or colorless. Transfer ttie
residue on the filter to a beaker, add 50 cc. of a 0.l;ib
Aerosol solution, stir the mixture, ani filter. Note the
I

colo-" of the filtrate. Thy is the iye deaorbel?
OU-g^STTONS AMD KX^CTST^S :
1. How rioes actlvatei cjhgpcoal llffer from foo6 charcoal?
2. KoTT shouli activated charcoal be stored? Thy?
3. That Is meant by (a) Resorption and (b) aisorbate?
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'EXP^BTTNT XVITT
RRPO'^IC ! To calibrate a mercury theraomrjter; 'nore specifi-
cally, to letornlne tTO "flxel polntrs" on the scnle, that la,
the temperature at vhlcii ice meltf? ani the temperature at
.Thich water boils at standard baronetrlc pressure,
APPA^ftTUS AND yATOTALS ; Bunsen burner, tripoi. Tire gauze,
ring atani, burette clanp, 400-cc, beaker, 500-.cc, "crrlenmeyer
flask, thermometer, ice,
INTROIXJ'^.TION ; Ttier^omet^^rs are instruments designei to
measure temperature. The liqui'1 thermometer is perhaps the
simplest of the several tyoes of inntruments use^? for this
purpose. Its constriiction depends upon the expansion of a
llauiil such as mercury hermetically seale-^ in a fi^lass bulb
havinc? a lone tube or ntera In '^ich the llqui'l rises or falls
as it expand? or contracts, Mthouph the ras thermometer
is use-i for very pred1.se 7ork, the mercury thermometer is a
satisfactory instru^'ent for routine pharmaceutical use.
The United States pharmacopoeia gives specifications for
thermoraetero ^ich are to be usd for pharmacopoelal testing.
Several temperature scales have been proposed. On any
scale, the measurements are based on the arbitrary selection
of two standard temperatures and the subdivision betreon
them into a 'convenient number of divisions or ieo^rees.
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212
3?
0
100 373.16
273.16
« « • «
Flff. 21 - Scales of temperature
1. Placo a mixture of Ice an-? vater In a AOO-c^.
beaker. 3y meang of a burette clarm, support a mercury
thermometer from a rlnct; stanfl so that the bulb of the thermo-
meter la surrounded by the mixture. Alio? the thermometer
to remain in It for about 15 minutes, record the temperature
of the mixture, and report the reading as the temperature
of meltln^^ Ice.
2. Place about 200 cc. of tater In a 50^-cc. "^^rlenmeyer
flasV. Suspend tho thermometer from a rlnc stand by means
of a burette clamp so that the bulb is In the vapor of boiling
water, ^ecord tlie rending of the thermometer then It remains
constant. Observe the barom'^trlc nre<»«^nre ^nd co"^rect th'^
observed temperaturo reading for any variation In the baro-
metric pressure from the normal (760 mm.) by alloring 0,1
I!
.i
'I
!!
li
•i
!l
ij
ii
(Je«?ree for each 2,7 i^ni* of variation, a'^iln-^ If the pressure
Is lo;ver or subtracting if hi^'er than 760 ti^i,
QU^TTON^J AND gX^^CIS^S t
1 1. Using the folloring 'iias^ram'Tiatic sketch as a guiie, plot
a Centigrade-Fahrenheit curve on grapdi paper having 20
divisions per square inch both ways.
^2 212
212 **F. 392
-148 "^2
I
I
(
1 2. Ho'^ is self-registration achieved in a clinical thermo-
meter?
3. ShoT that if a Centigrade, a Fahrenheit, and a ^eatiur
I
thernioTneter are exposed to thr same temperature, the
Fahrenheit reading is the sum of the readings of the other
two plus 32.
1
4. If the readings of a thermometer at tJie temperature of
I
melting ice and the temperature of stenm risinr fi-om bolllnc
I
j water under atmospheric pressure of 760 mm. are 1 and 99*C.,
I
respectively, what corrections must be made?
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5. "Ihat Is the rsnc^e of a clinical thermometer?
6. Ttie melting point of a sample of theobrom^ oil is T4°C.
Convert this temperature to Fahrenheit degrees.
7. (a) 'That Is a Beckmann thermometer?
(v>1 TTor the deter-^lnation of That physical constant
may it be usel?
8. Convert 212°r. to *G.
9. Tn rletor^l nlnrr thn te!Tipe"^^ tri/^e of the vapor of 'boiling
water by Uie procedure directe-^ in tills experiment, ".?hat
error Is Introduced If the thermometer Is an Instrument that
has been callb>^=ited for total Immersion?
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BOn^TN^T POINT d^t"^.^t:natton
PURPOSE t To ieteralne the boiling point of an unknom
liquid.
APPARATUS AND ^^ATERIALS: Buns en burner, tripod, -rire gauze,
500-cc. Erlenmeyer flask, stopper fittei to the flask and
having a bore for 10 mm. tubing, glass tubing (10 mm. dia-
meter), thermometer, piece of wire, unknoTn liquid.
INTRODUCTION ! Evaporation is the vaporization of a liquid
occurring only at the surface and usually at all temperatures.
In the process a liquid Is gradually transformed to a vapor
by the loss of molecules at the surface. Because of the
continual but disorderly motion of the molecules, there are
Instances ihere a molecule approaches the liquid surface
irlth sufficient velor^.lty to be carried beyond the range of
attraction of the surface molecules. The molecule tiien
leaves the liquid and becomes a molecule of vapor.
Ebullition or boiling is a form of evaporation in *hlch
bubbles filled vlth saturated vapor from the Interior of the
liquid rise to the surface. The boiling point of a liquid
ay be defined as the temperature at vhlch Its vapor prensure
Is equal to the atmospheric pressure.
The boiling point constitutes a physical constant for
ft substance and servGS, therefore, as an index of the identity
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•nd pu'-lty o-^ llqutla. ^Ince bollln^ polntn of lloulis are
affect*??! by barometric pressure, variations In pressure rauet
be taken Into oona 1*3 era tIon In the determination of boiling
points.
the United States Ftiftr^?jcopo«la leocrlbes tto •nethoin
for th--^ ioter^lnatlon of bolllnp^ points under the heading
Boiling or Distilling TeToperaturea'',^ It directs that
"the observed tenipers<ture reailnjyo for any variation In the
barometric pressure froa 760 nrn. be corrected by alio Ting
0.1 degree for eadi 2,7 tum. variation, alUnc; If the pressure
la lo^er, or subtracting; If hlpher than 760 'nni. *
V'or the purpose of this experiment neither of the
pbarmacopoelal methods Till be used. Instead, a slapllfled
procedure Till bp ^ollo^ed.
P^OTOXJ^K t Pla-^e about 1*^0 cc. of the un'mo^n sample In
a 500-cc. ^lenmcyer flf^s-*:. Bor-^ a holr In a cork stopper,
previously fitted to the flasV, of such a diameter that
10 am. tubing Till pass throurji It, rlace the cork stopper
and tublnr in the neck of tiie flaek and suspen-l a thermo-
meter by means of a ^Ire from the top of the tubing so
that the bulb Is above ttic surface of the liquid. The
^The PharmscopC'-la of * - 'Jnlted r-tatss of Anerl:r, "Tolftii
9 ovlslon, *.Tack :^bll Company, "^nston, ?a., po, -"Q-561.

glass tubln'7; should be about am. shorter than the
thermometer.
Fig. 22 - Apparatus for bollln?' point !letermination
Keat the liquid In the flas^^ and record the temperature
at 'vhlch the liquli bolls. 'Record the barometric pressure
ant5 make a cor-rectlon In the obaervel rea-llnf^ of the tempera-
ture at ^Ich the liquid bolls for any variation In the
barometric pressure from 760 mm.
QUESTIONS AFp '^X^^.ni^^vS ;
1. Explain why evaporation lovrers the temperature of a
liquid.
2* Ihy does the bolllnp; point of a liquid depend on
barometric pressure?
3« lhat Is meant by "heat of vaporization"?
4. (a) Is the pharmacopoelal method for maklnj; corrections
In boiling points due to barometric pressure variations
I!
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correct for distilled vater?
(b) fhat error does the methoi Introduce for liquids
other than vvater?
5. In evaporating liquids belo-^ their boiling points,
!
temperature and pressure being constant, upon '^at factors
does the rapidity of evaporation depend?
6, In evaporatinsr liquids by bollinp-, temperature and
pressure beinsr constant, upon '^at factors does the
rapidity of evaporation depend?
7. ^aiat effect on the bolllnp; point of a solvent is
produced by dlseolvinp; a solute In it?
8, that is the effect of ooilinsz; point elevation on the
osmotic pressure of a liquid?
j
9. Plot a bolllnsr point-barometric pressure curve sho Tlncr
I
the variation in the boiling point of distilled wrater at
I pressures varying from 720 to 770 mm.
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PTTopQcr . fQ construct a simple ilstllllrur apparatus sn^
to rieterralne ttie p'^rcentasr^ of alc(^ol, by tel^ht. In an
unlmoTn sn^nlo.
Appg^ATHg A^T> ^^TT^TALS ; ^naen bumeT*, tripol, Tire
R:auzog Lleblc? conieneer, 25^cc, Qrlenmeyer flask, l?5-cc.
"^rlewaeyer flask, 9afp»ty tube, rubber tubln«?, hose nipple,
r^ng ntani, conlonser claTip, bea>:er, tiiermoraeter, pycnometer,
balance, Tel^ta, unknot saniple.
INT'-O'^^CTTO*'! ; Distillation Is the process of vaporizing
a llquli qni condensing the vapors obtn^n'?-^. The vaporization
Is effected by boiling at atmosE^ierlc pressure, at Increaaei,
or at reduced pressure. Reparation of th« vapor la effected
by condensation. Tn simple distillation, sometlTies called
flask distillation, the llquH to be distilled Is placed
In a flask or •'retort**, the vapors are condensed In the
I
"eon-^onner" , and the condensed liquid Is collected In a
,
"receiver",
I
j
?122HII^* "onstruot a simple dlstllllno; apparatus
I
conplstlritr of a '^O-c--;. '^len^rieyr flnnk and a Llebl<-
I
condenser according; to the dla-rr-^ :iilch Is shorn In
^i'lgure 2**. before sta^^tlng the distillation, ask an
InstructO"^ to <iiecV Uie aooar'^tus.
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outlet
n
Fig. 23 - Simple distillation
Weigh accurately about 25 ^Im. of the unkno'^ eample
In a tarel 125-cc. beaker, transfer It to a 250-cc Erlenmeyer
flask, and rinse the beaker Tlth t70 25 cc, portions of
dl'^tllled TOter transferring th<? rlnsin'TS to the flask.
SloTly distill the liquid In the retort, collecting about
50 Om. of the distillate, Tel*^ the distillate accurately,
mix thoroughly, and determine Its specific gravity at 25*C.
using a pycnometer standardised at the same temoerature.
By referrln'^ to the alcoholometrlc tables In the United
States Pharmacopoeia or in the Handbook of Chemistry and
PbyalcB, determine the percentage of alcohol, by felr^t. In
the distillate. Calculate the percentaa;e of alcohol, by
weight. In the unknot eample by means of the proportion
which rollo^fs.
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wt. of sample : -^t. of distillate :: % of alcohol, by
weipht. In diptlllate ! x
X r % of alcohol, by weight. In the unkno.m sample
QUg-^TIONS AND EXERCISE ;
1. Ho^ does destructive distillation differ from simple
distillation?
2, ^at is ?ne«^nt by steam distillation?
3. ^8t Is meant by reflux distillation?
4, Upon ^at factors does the efficiency of a condenser
depend?
5« Explain the phenomenon of bumplnt? of a bolllnrr liquid.
Hovf may it be overcome?
6, ^at are tlrie purposes of sublimation?

RJRPO^: To ietermine the meltlnfr point of (1) an unknown
wax ani (2) an unkno.m chemical salt.
APPARATUS AND llAT^HTALS: Buna en burner, trlpofl, wire gauze,
rlnt^ 8tan'3, 150-cc. beaker, stirrer, thermoraeter, capillary
tubing (1 ram, llaraeter), rubber banria, burette clamp. Ice,
liquid petrolatum, sample of wax, sample of a chemical salt,
INTRODUCTION ; The United States Ptiarmacopoela leflnes the
meltlnp- point or ransro of a soll'^ as "that point or range
of temperature at vhlch or within which it 1b observed to
melt".^ Vore specifically, it Is the temperature at whldi
the solii is in equilibrium with its liquid. The values
for this physical property are constant for a particular
substance under c.iven conditions, slight variations in
atmospheric conditions havinc- no significant effect on
melting points. Itie melting point of a substance constitutes,
therefore, a valuable criterion of (1) its purity and (?) its
Identity.
For the determination of melting joints, the United
pStates Pharmacopoeia lists three classes of solid substances.
^The Pharmacopoeia of the United Statoa of America, Twelfth
Revision, "ack Publishincr Company, l=:aaton. Pa., p. 595.
^Tbid., p. 595.
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ClasB T - ^faterials re^-illy reiucei to a porder.
Clas^ II - Materials not re^^iily reiucei to a poT^er,
such as fnts, fatty acirls, paraffin, ani waxes.
Class III - Fetrolatum.
A method for the tietermination of the melting points
of solids belonging to each class is given In the official
compendium.^ '^or the purpose of this experiment, however,
a modification of the pharmacopoeial methods Till be used.
1. Det<?rmination of the meltinr? point of a wax .
Prepare "* capill?iry tubes about 6 cm, in lenorth, and having
a diameter of about 1 rr^. Place the ^rtx sample in a small
evaporatinnr dish, carefully melt It on a water bqth nt as
low a temp'?rature as possible, and draw it into each of the
Fig, 24 - Apparatus for melting point determination
^Ibld., pp. 595-597.
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capillary tubes, open at both ends, to a (3epth of about 10
Cool tlie char)5e'3 tubes by placing theTn In contact irlth Ice
for half an hour. Place 100 cc. of water In a 150-cc. beaker,
attach a capillary tube to a thermometer at the bulb by
means of a rubber band, and place both tube an'^ thermometer
In the fater bath bo that Uie bulb dips belo? the surface
of the liquid. Heat the bath i^lo.vly
,
stirring the liquid
constantly, and note the temperature at rhlch the material
Is observed to rise in the capillary tube. Record the
readlnp- as the estimated melting point of the sample. Make
three determinations and calculate the mean.
2. Determination of the melting; point of a chemicnl
salt . Prepare J> capillary tubes about 6 cm. In length, and
havlnr' a diameter of =?bout 1 mm. Seal one end of each tube
and charcr© the three tubes 'flth suTficient of the sample,
prevlouf^ly reduced to a fine powder by trituration, so that
the caplllgry Is filled to a helccht of about 10 mm. Place
100 cc. of Liquid Petrolatum in a 150-cc. beaker, attach a
capillary tube to a thermometer at the bulb by means of a
rubber band, and place both tube ani thermometer in the oil
bath BO that the bulb dips below the surface of the liquid!.
Heat the bath slowly , stlrrincr the liquid constantly. Note
the temperature at ^ich the material begins to liquefy
and the temperature at Trtildi liquefaction is complete.
Report th^ avera'^e of the two re?idings as the estimated
melting point of the sample, "ake three determinations and
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calculate the mean.
1. !<hat effect has the presence of an Impurity on the
melting point of a eubstance?
2. ^at liqulda may be used for melting point determinations
up to 30^**^. "
3. In a meltln^:' point fletemlnatlon, some of the substance,
believe?! to be flulfanllaml'le, vras mlxei rlth some pure
sulfanilamide, ani the meltln"? point of the mixture ^as
determined. If the raeltlnfl; point of the mixture vas identical
with that of pure sulfanilamide, -That mip^t be 'concluded
concemins^ the identity of the ori£z;inal nubstnnce?
4. Define **latent heat of fusion'*.
It
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'EXP^n'^NT XXIT
CUBICAL EXPANSION Of; LIQUIDS
PLT^POSTT ; To a<?"terminrr the coefficient of cubical expan?^lon
of an nnknoTO liquid by means of a pycnon-^tcr.
j
APPA^.ATTTS AMD VAT'^RlALo ; B-Jlance, ^eic^tn, pycnometer,
I
beakers, ice, Bunsen burner, tripod, Trlr^^ r^nzo, Tator bath,
!
unknorn liquid.
IHT^ODU^TION : The coefficient of cubical expansion of a
liquid refers to the increase in volume p«r unit volume
per degree rise in temperature. In this experiment-^
instead of mei^surinc;; carefully the volume of a fixed mass
of liquid at tvo different temperatures, the difference
in the mass occupyinic^ a given volume at two temperatures
' will be determined.
If Is the mass of the liquid in the pycnometer
at 0*^0. and M the mass at tlin temperature 7*^ of a hot water
I
bath, the density of the liquid at ttie higher temperature
I Bay be calculated by the formula which follows.
d r mass of liquid at T"* z
volume of pycnometer at T° Vq(1 >cT
)
2 volume of the pycnometer at O^'C.
c s coefficient of cubical expansion of the glass.
i
I
,
"^Physical Laborqto-^y ''anual, ^taff of Harvard Physios
i
Department, Harvard University Press, Cambridge,
I
MasBachu setts, 1940, pp. 76-7'3.

' The density of the liquid may also be expressed by the
II
formula below.
d r maeg of liquid flllln^ pycnometer at 0°G . -
volume "rh^ ah s^^*^ Tja^e vo^ild occupy 5t ^IJlTefT
e - th<=^ coefficient of cubical exnan?^lon of the liquid.
Since the t to expregglons for the density must be eaual, it
From this equation a value for the apparent coefficient
of cubical expansion of the liquid in the pycnometer may
P^OCEDU^lg ; Cleanse a pycnometer and its stopper by washinc
It with water, then dlstil^el vater, and finally with alcohol.
Dry ani ascertain the welc^t of the pycnometer and the
stopper. Fill the pycnometer .Tlth the* un^no-tn liauld and
place it In a mixture of ice and water contained In a beaker
for 15 minutes. Thon Insert the stopper carefully, forcing
out the excess liquid, and .7lpe the pycnometer dry. Tei^^
and calculate tlie H_ of tlie liquid at 0*'C. Suspend the
pycnometer In boiling water and allow it to remain In the
balii until no further expansion takes place, ^.ecord the
teiaperiture, wipe the pycnometer dry, and weigh* Calculate
the V of the liquid. Using the formula, e - c » >^r> - ,
I
and assuming that tlie glass of the pycnometer has the
!
ooefflclent, c - 0.00^027, calculate e, the oonffloient of
follows that
Vo(l -t-cT) Vo(l'VeT)
u
i<
•1
li
i!
Icubical expansion of the unVino^ llcjuld.
1. If a flask helt^ exactly 1000 cc. of a liquid at O'^C.
,
: -That volu-ne would It hold at lOO'C?
I
2. A pyrex s;la9g flask Is fitted witii a capillary tube
i
havlnp; a sectional aren of 1 sq. cm. At 20°C. p 500 cc. of
j
glycerin are placed In the flask, tlie free surface of the
• liquid bein"- In the capillary tube. If the flask and Its
i
contents arc heated to 60°C., hovT far vrlll the criycerln
1
rise In the tube? (Ncfrlect the expansion of tlie capillary
tubo. )
i
I
3. Of what significance la ttie coefficient of cubical
! expansion In the manufacture of Uiermometera?
I

I II
!
i !
I
SXPE^T^'^NT XXTTI
j
!
F.RFOSK ; To study (1) Boyle* e la.sr an5 (2) Charles* la 7.
APPARATUS AND VATHRIALS ; Bunsen burner, tripoi, vire gauze,
1000-cc. beaker, 250-cc. "^rleriTneyer flask, 50-cc. burette,
I
I
burette clamp, ring stan-^, thermoneter, graduate, t^o-hole
I
I
j
rubber stopper, capillary tuolng (3 diameter), metric
I
ruler, dibutyl phthslate.
INTRODUCTION' ; Boyle's la?r stites that if a '^Iven mass of
a gas is compressed at constant temperature the product of
the pressure an"* volume remains constant,
or PV - k.
Charles* la'T states th^t ''»hen the temperature of a gas
I Is chancred the cqs 7ill chanfre in volume if the pressure
I
upon it is kept conitant, or V r V*T . Tt follows, therefore,
that Then the temperature of a gas is chann:ed the gas -^ill
exert different pressures if the volume is kept constant,
or p - ?'T .
In gasometric assays, calculatlonn are basei on the
true volume of gasos. Corrections must be made for any
I
deviation in experimental cond^ tion^^ from 0**C. and 760 mm.
j
pressure. Such a procedure Involves the praci-locl
I
application of the gas la^s.
1. Boyl o' s lerr. Determine the volume of a 250-cc.
I
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ISrlenmeyer flask '^ih^n f'lllei to capacity, ani vlth the
rubber stopper Thlch Is to be uee«i In the experiment Inserted
in the neck of the flask. Pour -3^ cc. of tilbutyl phthalate
Into the flask and assemble the apparatus by Introducing a
burette Into one hole of the t'^o-hole rubber stopper and a
piece of glass tubin«?, approximately 70 era. In length ami
3 ram. In diameter. Into tiie other.
^
Flcr, 25 - Apparatus fo^^ the stuiy
of the lafs of Boyle
and fJharlea
0. F. Stelnbach and ^i. F. '^onery, "An Apparatus for the
Stuly of las Lava", Journal of Chemical Education, Vol. 21,
1944, pp. 216-217.
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7he glass tubing ichich functions as s menorneter shoull be
callbrate-i, or a meter scale should be used vTlth It. Placo
the apparatus In a beaker of -vater at room temperature
leaving the stoi^oocV of the burette open. Allow tiio apparatus
to reTialn In the ^ate>^ bath until equilibrium 1g established,
recori the tc-npcrature. Close ti-io stopcock an*? fill the
burette wltii llbutyl plithnlate. f^ecord the rnano'neter pressure
ami the barometric pressure. *^or simplification of the
calculations, barometric pressure may be change^i. from cm. of
mercury to cm, of aibutyl phtlialate by multiplying the
barometric hel^^iit by 12,96 since tiriat la the ratio of the
densities of the t7o liquids, i;^,546 and 1.045. Add sufficient
amounts of dlb'jityl phthalate to produce changes of about
5 cm, pressure, repeating the pix)cedure until tlie m'^nometer
pressure Is about 45 to 5^ cnj, Record the burette and
manometer reading eadi time. Tabulate the results as In the
foil owl np- example.
T - 22*^0. Barometric pressure r 76,2 cm. of
mercury or
937.6 cm, of dlbutyl phthalate
Burette Volume jincTieter ITes sure
cc. cc. cm. cm. cm. X 7C •
0.6 210.0 0,2 987.6 9.0740 X
3.9 206.7 9.2 996.6 2.0600 X
6.4 204.2 16,0 100-^,4 2,0489 X
8.6 202.0 22.0 1009.4 2.0T90 X
10.8 199.8 23.0 1015.4 2.")28^ X 105

I'>
I
•!
I
I
2, diaries ' la-y . Use the appsfatus described above. |
Place the apparatus in a -vater bath and, *en temperature !
I i
I
eaullibriun has been rcachei, close the stopcock of the i
I
'
!
I
burette. Record tlie temperature of the crater oaUi, the !i
I
manometer readinri;, and the oarometric yreseure- Raise the
I
tempera turo oT tlie .Tatcr bath to about, 40 "C. Ihe water
j
bath temperature should be carefully controlled an-^. euf ficient
tline should be alloved for temperature equilibrium to be '
established. Record the temperature and the manometer reading.
Tabulate the results as In the follo-rlng example.
Barometric pressure z 76,2 cm. of mercury
or
987.6 cTn. of dlbutyl phthalate
Initial 296
Final n6
QUESTIONS AND EX-^RCIS^S :
1. The volume of a certain gas measured at a temperature
of 65**C. Is 750 cc. What vrlll be its volume at 15'C. under
the same pressure?
2, A p^as measured 500 cc. under a pressure of 730 mm. and a
tempera turt^ of 30*0 . ^^at ill Its volume be under standard
conditions, 0*C. and 76o ram.?
t
•
•
~
if-
I.
I li
I il
^:anomete^ Pressure T. calc. *K
cm . cm.
• 0.4 987.6
57.0 1044.2 713
i\
\
I
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ELEOTPOLYSIS - FARADAY'S LAT3
prnpOS^: To etuiy FarB-5ay'3 laws of electrolysis,
particularly to deterniine "ara1ay*g constant by the electro-
lytio deposition of copper.
APPARATUS AND r^TF^lIALo ; Balance, T^elghta, copper coulomb-
meter, .^aln plates, 20^ cupric sulfate solution containing
It of sulfu-^lc acil, a-mieter, s.Tltch, ?-volt storap-e battery,
rheostat, sand paper, piece of vylre, Jar of alcohol, Jar of
aistlllei water,
INTRODUCTION ! 'Then an electric current flows throupii
certain aqueous liquids, decomposition results. Hie process
Is called electrolysis, and the liquid which Is decomposed
Is called an electrolyte. If the electrolyte Is a solution
of a metallic salt, the salt will be decomposed and the metal
will appear at the cathode, the terminal by 'i^lch the current
leaves the solution. The amount of material liberated depends
on the quantity of change transferred. Further, the same
quantity of electricity vlll deposit misses of different
materials in proportion to their atomic velsrjits divided by
their valences, Faraday, the physicist who first reco/^nlzei
these facts, formulated the following laws flhlch are known
as Faraday's laws of electrolysis.
I. For the same electrolyte, the amount of deposition
Is proportional to the quantity of electricity which passes.

TT. T^e amounts of subflt«»ncefi llb^ratefl at Uie electrotic,
idien the eaTP rju?5nt1.*7 of eloctrlclt'? na3<!e«^ throu'-h solutions
j
of 'lifferpnt electrolytes, are p^^oportlonal to thel^ ohe'nlcal
ij
equivalents.
I
The electro-cheulcal equivalent of a substance Is
numerically the mass depositedl per unit char'2;e. I.e., It is
manerlcally the number of scrams ieposltei by an unvarying
: current of 1 ampere flo^rinc^ for 1 seconi.
I
The wels^t, in grams, of a substance deposited by a
quantity of electricity, 0 coulombs, or by a constant current
of I amperes flOTino; for the time t seconds, is
T r a ^Tt ^ere K , the electro-chemical
equivqlent.
The study of th? fundamental la ts of electrolysii? is
Intended to a^rve as a baBig for the applications of electro-
lysis -thich ml-^ht be encountered in coura^-s In pharmacy and
oheraiBtry. ^ert?^ln msr.uf acturing and purification processes,
Involvinpr both inor?.;anic and oro-anlc substances, depend on
electrolysis, ?\irther, electrolysis forms the basis for the
electrolytic deter^iination of copper, mercury, silver, and
sine. Finally, electrolytic deposition is a method of
producin/:^ cryBtalg, the deposited metal consisting of
extremely small crygtals.
P^O^^ The apparatus /iliich is to be used in Uiia
experlm'^nt is a co-^^'^r voltameter or r!Oulomb'^eter. Tt
conaistB essentifiiiy of a oai^ of plates, connected tooiether.
i!
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Thlch forni the anode ani a single gain plate, placed aild^y
bet:^een the poalLlve plates, jfhicda constitutes the cathole.
Clean the gain plate of the coulorabmeter, using sand
paper to remove any adherlnt? granules of metal. Rinse In
distilled .rater, then In alcohol, and dry. Telgh the plate
carefully, replace It, ani connect the apparatus as aho>Tn
In Flprure 26. At an exactly noted time, close the switch
WW
Fig. 26 - niaTTammatlo sketch of
apparatus for electrolysis
and maintain a constant, current of about 1 ampere for h^lf
an hour. Note the ex?5ct time the switch Is opened. Remove
the gain plate, rinse In distilled .rater, then In alcohol,
and dry, taklncr every precaution not to lose any of the loose
granules of met-^l adhering to the gain plate. Telgh the
plate, compute the gnln In velp^t, ani calculate the Faraday
constant. The atomic felght of copper Is 63.57, and the
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copper In this j?olutlon prlves -loubly diart^ed Ions, ^.epeat
the experl^^^nt using a -^If^erent cui^rent anr! a different tliie,
and calculate the constant.
QUESTIONS AND ^^RGT5'^'7- :
1. fhat Is meant by catapdioresls
?
2. Define (a) Ion, (b) coulomb, (c) anode, and (d) cathode.
3. Assuming that the current In this experlr^ent ^as flowing
throuf^h a co^o<^r sulfate an-1 a silver nltrato coulombiieter
j
connected In series, calculate, from the experimental data,
I
the amount of silver that would be deposited on the gain
j
plate of the silver coulombmeter.
' 4. "Explain the process of electroendosmosl g.
I
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RTppos^ t (1) ?o stu-iy the corapouni inlcroscope, p^rtlcalarly
to calculate Its ma^^nlfylns; power an^ (2) to atandardlze an
ocular ml cro^ieter.
APPARATTJS A?:'D y^ftTK^.IAL3 ; Compound nlcroacope, objeotlves,
oculars, ocular mlcroneter, stage mlcromf^ter.
INTRODUCTION : The microscope Is an optical instrument
consisting essentially of a lane or a conibinntion of lenses
' for making enlarp;ed images of minute objects. Basically,
! there are t'TO kinds of microscopes, the si^nple microscope
and too compound microscope.
ftie compound microscope consists of a base, a pillar
^*iidi is attach'3d to the b??se and Thich 9U->ports the instru-
Fig. 27 - Compound microscope
I

ment, a atage upon ^ich the material to be examlnei is
placed, a '3ravr tube with coarse and fine ai Justnents, and
an optical train or gysLew .
The parts of this optical sj-jteu- consist of (1) a mirror
having a plane and a concave surface by ^ich llpht is
reflecte'^ throucdi the openinv In the stage, (2) tiie ^onicnser
whlcli concentrates the light cominf^ from the mirror, (3) the
diai:^rap7n vhlch rep:uletes the amount of light delivered by
the condennp-^, (h) the ob.lectlves -^hlch are mounted on a
revolvlntr noBepiece and -.vhich form a magnified image of the
object, and (5) the oculars or eyepieces .fhlch are placed
' In the top of the dra-v tube and ^.iiose function it is to
maf^lfy the ima^e formed by tlie objective, ^ detailed
discussion of the optics of a compound microscope may be
found in m«3ny textbooks on ll^t.
Objectives are usually marked with their m^^gnifying
i
power (lOx, 40x, 80x, etc.) or with their focal lenc^th
1(2 ram., 4 ram., 16 ram.). Oculars or eyepieces are also marked
i
I
with their raap:nlf icatlon numbers and focal lengths.
!
Micrometry . The unit of length In microscopic meaaure-
sentB is the micron {jul) fhich Is equivalent to 0.001 ram. In
neasuring microscopic objects, an ocular micrometer, pre-
viously standardized with a stage micrometer. Is used. The
ocular micrometer \'- n circular o:l5sr disc 7^.1ch Is placed
wiUiin tiis oGulBr, The acaio Is usually a j lim, scale divided
to 0,1 ram. The stage micrometer Is a glass sliie on -s^Aich la
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engraverl a scale ^Ivl^fi^ to 0.01 rra. an'? 0.1 "^m,
CEM.SCL CO. 0.1 TTim
O.oimm
Fig. ?8 - Ocular gnl staple micrometers
1. Ttie r-.agnlfylng povrer of a compouri'l microscope
depen'^s on the focal lengths of the eyepiece ani the objec-
tive, anl on the le^^orth of the draw tube.
The magnifying po'^rer of the objective is given
by tube length in "ti^
.
focal lengtli (f)
The magnifying po^er of the eyepiece Is given
by projection distance in mm .
rocsl lenjTtii T?!
Ttie magnifying porer of the microscope is given
by tube leniTth in mm . ^ projection -li^tance in m'^ .
focnl l^ncrth (fl fo'^al length (f)
Calculate ani record the magnification of each optical
combination (ocular, objective, tube length).

f1
!
i
-
1
i
i
i
1
—
?. f^taTT^ar^lzatlon of tih^- ocy!il»»r TlcTOTOPt^r. Insert
thf> ocular TnicroTTteter "jfltJitn the tube of the ocular. Place
the 8tao;e Tr.lerom«»ter on the staere of the microscope an4 throw
ll.^t up th-^our-h the Instrurnent fro"i the mirror below, Focus
the microscope or the eta^e inlcroTnete"^, using t^e coarse and
fine afl Ju*5tmentq. By turning the ocular to the rl«^t or left,
mnke twr» lines on the ocular mlcroTieter correspond exactly
1 with two lines on the stage micrometer, using as many
i
j
fllvlslons as possible. Note the number of divisions. Hie
1 distance x. In ailerons, on the sta^^e micrometer corresponds
to the number of divisions y on the eyepiece disc. 'Hie
calibration constant or the value, in microns, of each
division 1p riven by the formula ^Ich follows.
! Calibration constant - - microns /division.
y
?^tflndardl7.e the ocular micrometer for ej^ch ootlcal combination
(ocular, objective, tube length) and record the value for
each combination,
QUESTIONS AND TCX^-RCTS^S:
1. What is meant by (a) depth of focus, (b) resolving
power, and (c) Torklnr distance?
2. Explain spherical and chromatic aberration and state
how the correction for each is made.
3. In a corapoun'^ mlcros'^ope the image formed by the objective
lens, focal length 5 mm,, is 20 cm, from the lens. "The
ocular lens produces a magnification of 1^. '^Ind the tntal
magnlfi cation.
:
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
i1
1
;
-
.1
PURP05>5 ; (1) To Tne^flure the particle alse of aallcyllc acid
In Balloyllc acll olntm*=nt ani (?) to m9a3ur2 the particle
alze of the ilsperaei phase of a mineral oil eTiulelon before
ani after homo^enlz^tlon.
APPARATUS AiTn VAT^RJALS: r'-ompound ulcrogcope, microscope
lamp, gllde«?, covGrsllpo, balance, 'els'hta, ointment tile,
•patulaa, mortar '^n-l o^stle, p-raduatea, aallcyllc acid
(cryntalfl and the fine po^-^er), alcohol, -^Ite petrolatum,
mineral oil, a ?=!Cl5, distilled water.
I^T^ODU^TTOV t "^he microscope aervea a v?ry useful purpose
In the determine! t ion of the particle alze of Insoluble
medicinal agents In certain dermatolo^lc ointments. P'urtlier,
It la a means by *ilch the particle size of tlie dispersed
phase of certain pxiarmaceutlcal emulsions may be determinel.
Since tlie therapeutic value of a dermatologlc ointment
may deponi upon the particle alze of the Insoluble In^rredlent
!,
or Inc^redlents, a fine deo;ree of subdivision of auca
i'
I
Bubatancen must be achieved. ^Tlcroacoplcal meaaureraents may
I! be made to det'^r^lne the particle size of such medicaments.
I
The relative subdivision of the llspersed phase Is
I
hlojily Important In the study of emulsions, ^fflolenoy of
emulfllfIcatlon nn-^ the e^t.-^'^t. of cre^mln" *iro factors ^Ich
are lependent on the particle alze of tiie aubatance emulsified.
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1. prepare three 10 Cjm, sa'npleg of a 5*^ salicylic acid
ointment accoriinc^ to the riirectlons ^ich folloir.
(a) Levia;ate g^licylic acl-^, in a fine powier, vith
irtiite pet^^olatum.
(b) Olssol/e salicylic; aci-i crystals in a small
amount of alcohol and incorporate the solution Tlth vhite
petrols turn.
(c) Po'^der the crystalline salicylic acii ^nd
levic^ate the po-vderei substance vith -fhlte petrolatum.
Make a thin smear of each ointment on a slide, cover
the smear 7lth a coverslip, and examl-^e under th^ microscope.
Note the smallest, the laraiest, and the most predominant
particle sizes. Uslno; a standardized ocular micrometer,
measure at least 1*^0 Darticlea. Calculate and report the
average particle 9i7;e of the salicylic acl-l in each ointment.
2. Prepare 100 cc. of a 255^ mineral oil emulsion by
the Continental method, divide it into two portions, an^
pass one portion throurh a hand homogenizer. Dilute 5 cc.
of each sample with 45 cc. of distilled vrater. Examine the
diluted samples under the microscope, using one drop of the
dilution in eich case. Note the smallest, the Inrr'est, and
the most predominant particle size of the dispersed phase
of the emulsion. Observe the uniformity or lack of uniformity
I!
il
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In each case. Dslnpr a stan^ar^ilzel ocular rai croTieter, measure
at least 100 particles In each illutlon. Calculate and
report the average diameter of the particles of the dispersed
phase of the emulsion, lhat Is the effect of homogenlzatlon
i on an emulsion?
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INDEX OF R^FR5.CTT0N - ABB^! 1?:7R-^^TQ?'^TE^
PURPOSE: To determine the refractive Index of an unknom
sample of a volatile oil by means of tiie Abbe refractometer.
APPARATUS AND VATYRIMS t Abbe refractometer, rubber tubing,
sample of a volatile oil,
IfTT"?ODUCTION t 'Then a ray of llcrjit pasaea from one trans-
parent raeilum into another of different density, it is bent
as shoTn in Flciure 29. T'his deviation or refraction is
Fig. 29 - IndMc of refraction
expressed as the **refractive index", the index being the
figure obtained by dividlnc? the sine of the an^le of
incidence by the sine of the angle of refraction, "Hie rstio
p
constant and is, therefore, a fixed physical
property of a substance.
The dete'^minatlon of refractive indices is accorapll?'hed by
means of optical instru-^entn '^norn as refractorneters. Hie
United States Pharmacopoeia directs that the Abbe refraoto-
* _=_
Vi
I
I
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I meter be use4 in the measurement of iniices of refraction
since It covers a wide ran^e of substances,^ The readings
in the case of liquids should be made at 20**C., and, in the
case of fats, the refractive index should be determined at
a temperature above tho meltinr point of the fats. In the
case of ^axes the resdins^ should be raide bet-^een 65 and 75 '*C.
This physical constant in particularly useful a?? a
means for the identification of, and the detection of
impuritiea in volatile oils.
^irr, "^0 - Abbe refractometer
the optical system of the Abbe refractometer consists
of tvfo similar prisma cemented in hinged metal cases throup^
which thermostatically controlled water can circulate. The
^The Pharmacopoeia of tlic United States of America, T-velfth
Reviflion, "ack Publishing Company, Easton, Pa., p. 608.
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fluH to be examined la placed betteen the tvo aijoinlnc; Inner
f.gces of the prism. Hie position of the border line of the
total reflection In relation to the faces of the prism Into
^Ich llniit from a substance un-ler examination enters by the
action of refraction forms the basis for the method of
measurement. The In-^ex of refraction is reati off directly
on a graduated scale.
FROCEDinS: Insert the thermometer In the metal case
surrounding the upper prism. By means of rubber tubing
connect the upper and lo^er prisms so that thermostatically
controlled water may circulate through them. Open the
prisms and place a feT drops of the unkno'vn sample upon
the surface of one of them. niose the prisms, clamplno:
then tl^tly by means of a set screv. Alio? water to run
throusji the metal cases until the thermometer registers the
proper temperature. Ttiir, temperature should be maintained
for about 15 minuses. Adjust the light by means of the
mirror so as to render the critical line .*ilch sepsurates
the bright portion of the field from the dark portion
distinctly visible, "'ove the prism by means of the alidade
arm backward or forward until the critical line or '*line of
Beparatlon" passes through the intersection of the two hair
lines. Achromatize the critical line by means of the
compensator. Record the temperature and read, to four
decimal places, the value of the refractive index of the
I
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unknoTn sample, ^'ake at least six readings, and calculate
the mean.
QUESTIONS AfJO ZEROISES !
1. Explain the meaning of the abbreviation **V^20°" as It
applies to Indices of refraction,
2. The velocities of ll<^ht in air ani In water are In the
ratio of about h to 3. Calculate the Index of refraction
of water with respect to air.
3. that Is the effect of temperature on refractive indices
of substances?
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fORPQS^ t To (ieterralne the pH of an unknot liquid by the
colorlmetrlc "nethod.
APPARATUS AND MATERIALS ; Test tu ^cs (6 x 3/4), 1-cc. Mohr
pipette, 10-cc. graduate, phenol phthalein test solution,
methyl oran/^.e test solution, nltrazlne paper, staniard
buffer solutions, pH inilcators, unknoTn liquid.
ITiT^ODU '^TIOK : The colorlmetrlc determination of pH Involves
the matching of the color obtained by addln^i- a definite
amount of an indicator to a definite volume of a sanple
with that o^ a stm-iard buffer solution contalnlnt^ the same
amount of Indicator, The colors are matched throurii the
same thickness or d^pth of solution. If, after the addition
of indicator, th'=' sample sni st«=»ndard assume the same
transition shade, the solutions are supposed to have the
same pH. Tlie United States Pharmacopoeia has adopted the
colorlmetrlc method for the determination of pH. Tithin
certain limitations, it is a quick and reaiy method of
determining the pH of mqny pharmaceutical liquida. ^en
absolute accuracy is not required the metho-^ is a satis-
factory one,
PROC^^T^R^ ! Ascertain the approxi-nate pH of the unkno-m
ample so that a suitable indicator may be used in the
colorlmetrlc determination. To a f^w cc. of the aample ad1
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a drop of phenolphthaleln test solution. If the in-ilcator
rernalnp colorles'^, the pH of the unknot llquli Ib less
then 8.0. Make anotiier test -wX'^h methyl oran??p test solution.
If the llqui"! asaumes the alkaline color, the pH of the
unknown Ilea between 4.5 ani 8.0. Teat the sample Tlth
nltrazlne paper by touching, a irop of the solution to the
paper an-l, after one minute, comparlno^ the reaultln.^ color
with the pH color comparison chart for nltrazlne. ^'ote the
approximate pH.
Tranaf e-r- 10 cc. of the unkno.fn liquid to a teat tube
and adi 0.1 cc. of a 0,05t pH indicator solution. On the
baala of the approximate pH and with the aid of the table
below, select the proper Indicator for the determination.
EH TNDICATO^l
TN^I-A.TO'? pH «AN^^
'Methyl YelloT 2.9 - 4.0
Bromophenol Blue 3.0 - 4.6
Vethyl '^©d 4.2 - 6.3
Bromocreaol Purple 5.2 - 6.8
Bromo thymol Blue 6.0 - 7.6
Phenol Red 6.8 - 8.4
Thymol Blue 8.0 -
•
9.6
Thymolphthalein 9.3 - 10.5
Ttie Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America, Twelfth
T?evlalon, Vack Publlahlncr Company, TCaaton, Pa,, p. 770.
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Place exactly 10 cc. of six staniari buffer solutions, vhoge
pH overlaps thqt of the unknown llquli, into six teat tubes
of the same size as the one containing the sample, anc! adH
0. 1 rrc. of the inilcator solution to esch tube. Ttie United
States Pharmacopoeia gives the iirections for the preparation
of th« buffer mixtures of ^lark and Lubs.^ Compare the
color of the unknown solution Tlth the colors of the buffer
Bolutlons by observin^r against a *ilte backorouni Tith the
llFht transmitted throuf^ the Thole lenprth of the tube.
the color of the unkno Tn should fall bet^reen tto of the
eerles of reference standards chosen, differing by not more
than 0,2 pH. "Estimate nnd report the pH of the unknofn
liquid to 'I thin 0,1.
QUESTIONS AND TCXERCT^ES i
1. That is the advantage of adjusting the pH of colly^la?
2. Describe the colo'- test for Cod Liver Oil, U,S,?.
"5. For what particular purposes are the colorlmetric
Bolutlona of the United States Pharmacopoeia used?
5 The Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America, Twelfth
Revision, ?/ack Publialiing Company, Eaeton, Fa»
, pp. 770-772.
I
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13CP^TT.™T XXIX
PURPOSE: To stuiy the Dubosq colorimeter an^^ to assay for
oolor a sample of Cuibear Tincture by means of the Instrument,
APPARATUS AND "AT^^AT-S t Hubosq colorimeter, pipette,
^^raiuates, alcohol, cobsltous chloride colorimetrlc solution,
two-hunf5ref3 th normal potassium dlchromate solution, ammonium
carbonate test solution, aample of Cudbear Tincture.
INTROtXJ^'TION ; The colorimeter Ig an ln8tru-n(^nt vhlch Is
used for the comparison of the Intensity of the color of a
llauld with that of a standard. Then llcht la transmitted
I
throuo-h tsfo solutions of different depth or thickness an^
having different concentrations of the solute ihlch produces
the color, then, assuralnr Identical conditions of Illumination,
the product of the concentration of one solution and the
distance throu^ ?rhlch the lljsht passes Is equal to the
|l
product of the concentration of the other solution and Uie
j' distance traveled throuch It by the lladit, or c-j^x d-j^ - CoX
This principle forms the basis for the operation of a colorl-
i
meter. For a detailed description of the optical system of
the Dubosq colorlmoter refer to the pamphlet on th« Instrument
by Bausch * Lomb or to textbooks on colorimetrlc analysis.
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Flg. ^1 - Duboaq coloriaieter
F^OfV^OU^: Aljust the Instrument for even Illumination
so that there Is no detectable difference betveen the
intensity of Uie two halves of the field, Vhlle looking
Into the eyepiece, turn the mirror so that maxlnium Illumina-
tion is obtained. Rack the tTo carriers for the cups up to
contact ^Ith the plungers, Botli verniers should read zero.
To 0,5 cc. of a sample of v!udbear Tincture, accurately
measured, add 15 cc, of alcohol; then gradually add suffi-
cient distilled water to make 1000 cc. Prepare a standard
solution by adding successively to 1,5 cc, of cobaltous
chloride color 1 metric solution, ?,4 cc. of t^o-hundred th
normal potassium dl^shrcmnte solution, 35 cc, of a-nmonlum
c*»rbonet'» teat solution, and sufficient distilled water
to make 100 cc.

!j
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o
Place exactly 10 cc. of the standarl in one of the cups
anl s^^t the plunger at 10 mm, diepth. Oo not change this
aettin/a; during tiie determination. ?l<ice exactly 10 cc. of
1
' the dilution of the sample in tlie other cup, an^l rrii.^e or
lOTrer the cup until equal color Intensity i3 obtained in
the tro fields. Record the column height, in m. , of the
dilution. *^n>.e five determinations and calculate the 'nean.
Report the strength of the color of the dilution in tertne
of column height, in inn. , belof or above the 'Column height
of the standard, and express the difference as percenta^re.
1. In a colorirnrtrlc deter^iination using a Duboaq colorimeter,
an unkno-Yn grviple of amaranth solution vas compared rith a
standard -Those concentration wqs known to be 50 rag. of
amaranth per 1^00 cc. The scale setting for the standard
7a8 15 mm. and the scale setting for the sample after matching
the field was 10 mm. 'fhat was the concentration of the
unknown? Express the calculated concentration in terms of
percentage.
2. lhat is Beer'n law?
3» What is an electrophotometer? lhat are its advantages
In coloriraetrlc determinations?
1
1
i
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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fO^POBg t To 'Seterralne the optical rotation of a eucroee
solution and to calf^ulate tiie concentration of sucroae in
the solution.
APPA^.TU^^ £112 '«!AT^TALS ; Half flhado-? polarlscop« (Laurent
type), monochroTnatic sodium llflit, sucroeo solution.
jr-iT^^rif] ^TTO!^ » In a ray of ordinary lit^fct, the trnnsverse
Ibratlons tnlce place indifferently in any plane about the
lln*? of propagation, 'Th'^n these ^vea are limitel to a
ingle piano, they are polarized an^ the phonowenon la l^nom
as polarization, lien llatit rays are passed th'»ouaJi a Nicol
prism, tho orilnary r*iy i oTtim^ulshe'l ^hllo the extra-
ort51nary or polar! zed ray passes throu-^h the prism. Tiie
polarized ray ^ill pass throujrh a series of ouch prisjas if
the axes of all tho prisae are parallel, but If any one of
the priaaa is tur^ei or rotated, the polarized ray can no
lon(;er pass.
I.!any fiubatanoes tihloh are official in the United States
lharaaoopoei a posaens tho property of rotatin;^ or turning:; the
plane of vibration of thff polarized ray, and audi subPtanoes
•re said to be optically active. Some turn the plane of
Tibration to the ri^ht and ars said to be dextrorotatory, and
oth??r^ turn th'= plane o" vibration to th^ left and are said
to be laerorotator?. the extent of optical rotntion vnrlea
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With (1) the wavelength of the lic^ht use-i, (2) the temperature
(3) the nature of the substance, and (A) the length of the
column through -^Ich the llf^t paaaes.
The specific rotation of a substance may be defined as
the extent of rotation, expressed in degrees, produced by
1 dm. of a substance dissolved in 1 crc. of fluid, and exanined
in a 1^ mm. tube usinc- sodium li-'ht. Tt may be expressed
by the term, rjt ^ere t - t-^mper^ature
Lj) D a monochromatic sodium light
C\ = specific rotation.
The rotating power of a substance may be detf^rmlnod by
a polariscope, the principle of r^ich is shovn in Fl^re 32.
p A
Fig. '2 - Optical system of a polariscope
The polariscope consists of tto Nicol pr'isras, a polarizer
and an analyzer, so arran=r*:>d that a column of llmiM of knom
length can be placed between them, and an adjustm. nt by means
of ^ich the second prism may be rotated. Utie number of
degrees through 'fhich the second prism must be rotated is a
measure of the optical rotation.
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Flg. "'^ - i'Olarlscope
P^OCEDUT^i Adjust thr^ Instrument so that Uie vrtiole flol'i la
equally Illuminated for -naxinum Intensity and the zero point
of the vernier Is near the zero point of the circnilar scale.
Vake at least six rea-^lna^s and use as the zero point the
avera/^e of tlieae obaervatlons. Reject as Inco'^rect any
reading shoflnp: a deviation of more than 0.2** froti the
aver^i-'e. '^'lll the tube th the solution to be ex^'-nln-^l,
maklna; sure that no air bubbles are present In tiie tube, and
Introduce It between the prisms. Adju^^t the scale until the
t^o h?}lven of th*^ f 1 f=ld ar'^ again eounlly l^ lunln'' ted. "nke
at le«Bt six observations and calculate tne averac^e. The
difference between this rendinr' and tiie zero readlnc^ Is the
obs^rv^d rotation of the solution, l.'eaaure the length of the
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tube ani recor-l thr» tf?niperatur»e at ihloh the observation was
ma-lc. The concentration of sucrose. In terBBS of pereentao-e,
In the solution may be calculated by the formula ^ieh
sucrose - obaervci
apecl
"
of qpluiL lon X l^n r——
^
of sucroijc X V^^^ len-^th fi-^.
)
:XJg3TT0' T' AND TX^C: . ... ;
1. A 50t, ^rel^t to voluue, aqueoua dextroae solution iras
ex^nlne'? In » mir^r^fleope havlno; a lOn n-n. .ub^*. "Ttie
obearved rotalioii v7as+"36,0 • ':alculate Uie apeclfic
rotation of iextroae.
2. A speelT^n of -llabetle urlnr> at hn^ n rot«»Mon
of t""^' In 0 tu oc 1 ira. lon.r, Calculate the percent:i.T:e of
glucose In the saraplo.
3. Uslnr a polar! scope, ho? ^wjli aqueour <^oliit^on8 of
(a) qulnHlne sulfate ani oulnlno bisulfate, ani (b)
ergotamlne tartrate an'l erp;onovlne maleate be Identifier!?
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EXF^IVENT XXXI
PTT^POSS; To stu-iy the various forrns of spectra.
APPARATUS A^^D ^rATT^IALS ; PrlsTi speotro scope. Buna en burner,
platinum -rlre, Incan-iencent lamp, carbon filament l^iicp, ao-Hum
vapor lamp, vacuuTii tubes, hol?ler for vacuum tubes, battery,
awltdi, In-luctlon coll, Tire, red ani blue glass plates,
potassium perman-^anate solutions, chlorophyll solution,
solutions of various metallic salts.
INTRODl^'^'TTON i The spectroscope Is an Instrument designed
to produce a pure spectrum. For the purpose of a qualitative
study of spectra, the prism spectroscope Is a satisfactory
instrument. It consists of a glass prism (60") and three
Fig. 34 - Prism spectroscope
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tubes, the collimator, tJie scale tube, ani the telescope.
The collimator in 3 tube -^Ith an a-i Jus table slit at one
eni ani a colligating lens at the other. The colllraator
lens renders tlie light ray parallel vhen the silt is
j
illunilnate'1. The ll3:ht Is refract?! th^ou^ the prlsu ar^
falls on the objective of the telescope ^hich forms the
real imas^e. The scale tube has a scale at the outer end
Thlch can be seen by the telescope. A laup may be placed
at the scale end and the li^ht, passlnc: throu* the scale.
Is reflected from the face of ttie prism Into the telescope
so that a real lma£z:e of the scale is superimposed on the
spectrum. Distances between spectral lines can be read off
directly on the scale.
^Ir', "^5 - Optical system of a prism spectroscope
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Speo+ra may be classified as follors:
1. 2. Absorotlon
a. continuous a. continuous
b. discontinuous b. iiscontinuoua
1. line 1. line
2. band 2, band
The use of spectroscopy as a tool for the determination
of the potency of cod liver oil has been reco-^nizel by the
United States PharTaoopoela. ?\irther, absorption spectra
methois are used for the examination of complex organic
medicaments and emission spectra methois may be used for
identification purposes ani for the detection of minute
amounts of metallic impurities.
P^OC^PTT^'n' ; AdJust the slit to a very narrof opening and
examine the spectra of th^ various materials as directed
belo'if. Record your observations, describinoi;, in each
instance, the cliaracter of the spectrum, and classify each
of the observei spectra accordin? to the classification
given above,
1. Place the Buneen burner flame near the slit, focus
the eyepiece, ani observe the spectrum of the inner cone
of the fla-ne.
2. Set an ordinary incandescent lamp in front of the
slit ani obs*=rve the spectrum of the filament. Repeat iflth
a carbon filament incaniescent lamp.
r
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3. Holi a piece of red glaaa bet"^een the slit ani the
Incandescent larap. Note tlie apectrun. Repeat vlth a piece
of blue glass,
4. Set a sodium vapor Is-np in front of the slit and
observe the appearance of the spectrum.
5. 3y means of a platinum ^ire introduce each of the
metallic salt solutions listed beloir into the non-luminous
flam'e of the Bunaen burner and describe each spectrum.
(a) Sodium chloride solution, (b) potassium
chloride solution, (c) lithium chloride solution, (d) barium
chloriie solution, (e) calcium chloride solution,
(f) strontium chloride solution, (g) cuorlc sulfate solution,
and (h) ferric -Jiloride solution.
6. Place a 1-1000 potassium permanganate solution,
contained in a test tube, between tlie incandescent lamp and
th<^ slit and note the spectrum. Repeat .vlth a 1-2500
solution, a 1^50^0 solution, and I-IOOOO solution.
7. Place a 1-1000 chlorophyll solution, contained in a
test tubo, between the incandescent lamp and the slit and
observe the spectrum produced.
8. ^Ixamine various vacuum tubes by placing the capillary
of the tube In direct contact tlth the slit. Note the
appearance of the spectrum of each of the follo7ln- tubes:
hyirogen, helium, neon, and argon.
rC
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QU15STT0NS AND ^x^CTSlCS:
1, Explain the phenomenon of fluorescence.
2, Ho 7 does fluorescence differ from phosphorer^cence?
3« ^at Is the color of the fluoreacence of an aqueous
solution of (a) quinine bi sulfate, (b) ergonovlne maleate,
and (c) merbromln?
4, An aqueous solution of Fluorescein Sodium is hie;hly
fluorescent. That is the effect of the addition of an
acid to tlie solution?
•
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SXPga'^fENT XXXII
PH" I'^-T'^STI'^T'^ OF ^^•UT.oTOyc?
PURPOSE : To letamiine (1) the c5ontlnuou8 phase and (2) the
4l8p«rse'i pliaae of a phamacf?»JtlGal emulsion.
APPARATUS A\^T) \ATrRIAL? ! -^ompouni microscope, ulcroscope
lamp, slides, coversllp?3, 150-cc. beaker, t'To 9lectr-)de8,
dry cell battery, wire, mllllaTi-neter, key svritcjh, rood
blade, amaranth, Sudan III, dl still e1 viter, sample of an
emulsion.
INTRODUCTION : ^^7Tul3ion9 are heteroi^^en^ous aystems containing
t.7o liquid phases, one of .ihlch la diapersei as globules
throufrhout the other. The liquid ^Ich la broken up into
fflobulea is tormed the Internal, dispersei, or discontinuous
phase, .T^ile the liquid surrounllng the ^lobule^ is knoTfn
as the extern*?l or continuous i^ase, or the iisperslon
meiium. ^Cniulslona contain a thlri substance, the emulsif yin<r
agent Thlch imparts to the system stability and permanence.
In pharmaceutical practice, emulsions ar'? subiividod
Into tvo types, namely, thr oil in ^ater or 0/"7 in ^rhich
oil droplets are lisperaei throurrhout an aqueous 'neliura, and
water in oil or T/O in >^ich droplets of water are dispersed
throupjiout an oily dispersion medium.
The "'Tmuls ions'* of the United States Pharmaoopoela
ani the National Formulary are oil In water emulsionn, and
are intended for internal administration. Certain ierraato-
—t
I
I
I.
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loglcal preoaratlons such as Calamine Liniment, though not
classified in the official compenila as emulsions, are,
nevertheless, emulslonn of the water In oil type.
It often becomes necessary in a stu-iy of emulsions
to determine vyhlch of the tvro liquids constitutes the external
or discontinuous phase ani flhlch the internal or continuous
phase. Several methods rhlch have been proposed for the
phase- tea tin??- of emulsions fill be studied in this experiment.
1. The Tnr^ic^^tor ^^ethod . The indicator method iepends
on the sele'^tive staininc^ of phases by oil-soluble and iater-
soluble dyes. Place 2 drops of an emulsion on a glass slide.
On the surface of one drop dust a small amount of amaranth, a
water-soluble iye, ani on the surf'Jce of the other drop a
small amount of Sudan III, an oll-noluble dye. Note, in each
case, vhether the dye spreads throuf^hout the system. 'Cxr^mlno
the slide under a microscope and note the relative poBlti">n
of the stained phase in each Irop. ^ecorl your obsorvations
and Indicate whether the emulsion is a T/o or an 0^ emulsion.
2. The Orop-^ilutlon ^'ethod . This m^'tho'l depends upon
the fact th**t an emulsion rnay be diluted y\th the ertemal
phase but not Tlth the int«^rnal phase. Place two drops of
the emulsion on a «<llde. To one drop add t^o Irops of ^ater
and to the other t^o drops of oil. Observe, in each case,
the spreadintr or th** lacV of spreadintr. Record your obser-
vations an'^ indicate ifhothor the samplo Is a f/O or an O/f
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! emulsion.
i
Ihe "efractlve Iniex "ethad . Hie aethad depends
i
I
on the difference In the refractive index betvfeen oil and
water. Place a drop of the ennilelon on a slide, cover with
a coverallp, focus on a (globule of the dispersed phase
under a ralcroscoje. "^bserve the Becke line «hl(di Is a halo
of light seen -^en the globule la lust 3li;?htly out of focus,
"rtiis line will b*^ fo^'n-^ to '^ov'^ ^nto th-^ r.'-dtuT of hl'^'^r
refractive index Then th-- objectiv-. Icnn Is 1 g
^
. as^rve
liiether the lino mo-ren toward the center of the globule or
whether It moves torord the oerlpv-ery. Vote that the
refractive index or an oil I.t r'^^ter than that of -rater,
"ocord your obffervatlon and ind 10*^*^0 fn'^tl'ier thr saaple is
a ^fO or an pfrnjlslon.
! 4. The ^leotrlcg.1 "Tonductgnce "'ethod . This aethod is
i
'based on the fact that an oil in water emulsion, in thieh the
1
external phaso la ratc^, till condnct an electrical current,
I
jiiiereaB a yatf^r in oil emilslon, in ihl<^ oil Is the external
I
i
phase, Till permit only a sllprht flo^ of current throu^i
the system. Place about 5*^ cc, of the enulsion in a 150-co.
beaker. Introduce two electrodes, so arranged that the
distance between them is conatnnt. Into the emulsion so that
the ends dip into the liquid. rood blade with two holes
bored In 1^ — • 'j" ' as 0 support ''or the electrodes.
Connect thr electroiea as shotn in Fltmre '*6. <?loae the key
switch and reoori the current, in Bill 1 amperes, produced by
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E - Electrodes
3 - Bntlery
K — Key
VIA - MllHnmneter
^Ig, 36 - Dlagra-nrnatlc sketch of apparatus
for phaae-testlng eniulslonfl by the
electrical conductance method.
the voltage applied, i'ake five readln iwl calculate the
mean. On the basis of your results. Indicate ^eti.er the
unkno'^ sample Is a '7/o or an OA^ emulsion.
QUESTIONS AND ^^R^I3SS ;
1, Classify each of the following as to emulsion type,
veocalflnlno Liniment, N.F.
b. -ose Tater Ointment, U.S.?.
c. Acetic Turpentine T.lnlment, N.F.
d. Limp TinlTtont, *\F.
e. hyirophlllc Ointment, U.S.P.
f. Ammonia Liniment, N.F.
cr. Liquid F^'trol'' t^-^ "^ul-^lon, V.?.P.
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The thesis consists. In the main, of a laboratory manual
i
In f^iarmaceutloal physics adaptei primarily to satisfy the
j
requirements of pharmacy students. It includes thlrty-t^o
1
experiments dealing Tlth the preneral topics of mechanics,
heat, electricity, ani optics, th-rie divisions of the science
of physics -rtilch constitute a ma 'or portion of the 'fundamental
physical concepts vhlch are basic to tl^e various sciences
'^Ich comprise the pharmaceutical curriculum, ''ore apecifi-
cally, the series of experliienta deals tlth such topics as
methods of measurement, specific c^ravity, surface tension,
viscosity, solution and solubility curves, dialysis and
osmosis, absorption and adsorption, thermometry, distillation,
boilintr point determination, meltln<^ point determination, the
pas lata, electrolysis, micrometry, colorlmetry, polarimetry,
spectra, and phase-testint? of emulsions, topics vhlch are
pharmaceutical! y significant since they form the basis for
the comprehensive understanding of the many processes and
operations encountered in the study and practice of pharmacy,
TDo^asls has been placed on the correlation of the
basic principles and fundamc^ntal lata -jrith specific pharma-
ceutical applications of these concepts. To this end, a
comment on the pharmaceutical appll-^ation of the principle
or laT Thich an experiment is intended to illustrate has
1
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been Inclu'le'^, In mont Instances, In the Introiuctlon to
the experiment.
A statement of the pfurpose of the experiment, a list
of the apparatus an-^ materials required for performing; the
experiment, a theoretical Introduction, torklng directions
Including photooT^^ph'^ nr^d dlgsTram" of the apparatus, ani
questions ani exercises of a pharmaceutlcally significant
character comprise the data Thlch have been compiled for the
experiments included in the laboratory manual.
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